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Executive Summary

After a devastating EF5 tornado in May 2007, Greensburg, Kan., rebuilt as a model green, sustainable 
community. Despite the destruction of 97 percent of the structures, the residents and dedicated leaders 
embraced the challenge of rebuilding a better, stronger Greensburg. Although the new structures have 
been built with the latest technologies, sustainable techniques and the future in mind, the residents have 
maintained the small-town values, sincerity and kindness that form the heart of the city. In the five years 
since the tornado, Greensburg has re-established its foundation, which now presents an opportunity for 
the city to grow. Ever Green Consulting created a strategic plan for the Kiowa County Office of Economic 
Development and the City of Greensburg Convention & Tourism Bureau that will take the necessary steps to 
achieve this growth.

Greensburg should focus on its green identity when attracting tourists, potential residents and businesses. 
With the growing interest in sustainable and environmentally conscious practices, the city presents a prime 
location for those interested in sustainability. With more LEED certified buildings per capita than any other 
city in the United States, Greensburg leads the country in sustainable efforts. Based on percentage of 
available housing to the population, Greensburg has substantially fewer options than any of the surrounding 
cities, presenting a barrier to growth. Visitors to Greensburg find few dining and entertainment options 
compared to surrounding larger cities. Greensburg needs to find the balance among its identities as a leader 
in sustainability, a friendly small town in Kansas and a revitalized community that survived a devastating natural 
disaster.

Ever Green Consulting first recommends that Greensburg focus on expanding its population. Objectives for 
this plan include encouraging developers to build housing in Greensburg, creating a stronger social media 
presence and increasing the amount of amenities in the city. Second, Greensburg should concentrate on 
increasing tourism. Greensburg can take advantage of its unique appeal by attracting special-interest tourists 
to stimulate the economy and awareness of the city. The third goal is to generate economic development. 
This plan includes enticing new businesses to locate in Greensburg, attracting visitors and bringing external 
revenue to the city. Ever Green Consulting recommends extensive and diverse devices to achieve these 
goals, from expanding Greensburg’s presence on social media to developing a community ambassadorship 
program.

Ever Green Consulting recommends using a total budget of $69,738.09 to achieve these goals and objectives. 
This plan consists of two phases based on availability of funding. The primary plan has a budget of $19,999.35, 
with an expansion budget of $49,738.74.

Situation
Analysis
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The Kiowa County Office of Economic Development and the City of Greensburg Convention & Tourism 
Bureau are located in Southwestern Kansas on Highway 54-400, approximately 100 miles from the nearest 
city, Wichita, Kan. Greensburg is home to The Big Well, the largest hand-dug well in the world.  On May 4, 
2007, an EF-5 tornado destroyed 97 percent of Greensburg. According to the 2000 United States Census, 
1,574 people lived in Greensburg (2000 U.S. Census). In 2010, three years after the tornado, the population 
decreased by approximately 50 percent to 777 people (2010 U.S. Census). During the five years since 
the tornado, Greensburg began rebuilding and became a testament to the capabilities of a strong-willed 
community. Rebuilding as a leading “green” city, Greensburg focuses on an energy efficient, renewable and 
environmentally stable community. 

Greensburg Green Town, a grassroots, not-for-profit organization, aims at providing “resources, information 
and support needed to rebuild Greensburg as a model green community” (“History of Greensburg”). 
With the help of Greensburg Green Town, Greensburg rebuilt with environmentally friendly construction, 
receiving multiple LEED certifications. LEED certification takes into account the community support buildings, 
environmental impact of the supplies used in construction and the energy certifications that maintain 
buildings energy-efficient status.  Greensburg contains the highest number of LEED certified buildings per 
capita in the world.  Several of these buildings, including Greensburg’s school buildings and hospital, are 
platinum LEED certified – the highest rating of LEED certification.  Despite these incredible rebuilding efforts, 
the number of buildings, homes and structures available in the city remains low. The low number of buildings 
directly impacts the population, economic development and tourism. 

Approximately half of Greensburg’s residents sought refuge in nearby towns that provided housing 
Greensburg was unable to offer immediately after the 2007 tornado.  Some residents returned, but for many, 
including most residents over 60, new construction with a new mortgage was not feasible.  Since 2007, 
construction efforts have been unable to keep up with the demand for housing, dining and entertainment.  
Not only do prospective residents find few housing options, but also construction workers seeking residence 
for the duration of their work book the hotels in the community to capacity on a weekly basis. Limited hotel 
space also poses a challenge for attracting tourists. This limitation forces visitors to find lodging in the nearby 
city of Pratt, Kan., roughly 30 minutes away.  The housing and lodging dilemma causes economic strain on a 
community already struggling to recover.

Situation Analysis Situation Analysis

The lack of jobs, tourism and external revenue reduces the capabilities of the economic development of 
Greensburg.  Forced to live in nearby towns, many employees of Greensburg business must commute daily. 
Prospective Greensburg businesses struggle with the limitations on housing options for potential employees.  
Greensburg’s undeveloped business park waits for businesses that can attract external revenue to revitalize 
Greensburg.  Greensburg’s location on a major Kansas highway offers businesses, tourists and visitors easy 
access to the town. The lack of dining and lodging options prevents travelers from stopping in Greensburg to 
see what the town has to offer, especially along the US 54-400 corridor. 

As an almost entirely new, energy-efficient town, Greensburg possesses the potential to grow into a larger, 
stronger and financially secure city.  With revitalized tourist attractions, like The Big Well Museum, the city 
is ready for visitors. Increased tourism would stimulate the economy and make Greensburg a popular 
destination for travelers. The LEED certified community offers financial incentives for businesses. The cost of 
operation for businesses can decrease with LEED certification because of the environmental sustainability. 
Greensburg’s “green” identity appeals to companies that value the environment and sustainability.  With these 
opportunities Greensburg has the ability not only to recover from the tornado, but also to thrive in its wake.  
With its infrastructure established, Greensburg is primed for a strategic communication plan to bring in new 
residents, tourists and businesses that will turn the small town into a flourishing environmentally friendly 
community.
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Website Design (Small firm, full design) $2,000.00
Marketing Materials - Housing Developers - qty 10 $60.00
Advertising - Radio
 Greensburg New Resident Focus - Dodge City/Garden City - KERP-
 FM (:30 spot, 3 times daily, 5 days a week, 8 week run) 
Advertising - Radio
 Greensburg New Resident Focus - Pratt - KMMM-AM (:30 spot, 3  
 times daily, 5 days a week, 8 week run)
App Development - Community Program - 2 months of development 
Alternative Breaks Media Kit - Fliers - qty 250 
Alternative Breaks Media Kit - Business Cards - qty 250 
Alternative Breaks Media Kit - Brochures - qty 250
Alternative Breaks Media Kit - Small Magnets - qty 200
Alternative Breaks Media Kit - Lanyards - qty 250
Signage - 48”x72” alumnium sign - qty 4
Signage - Community Map on Main Street - Installation and Creation 
Advertisements - Television
 Daytripper Focus - Cable Drop-ins - 2 months, qty of 4 (:30 spots)  
 per day 
Brochures - “Greensburg in a Day” - Full color - qty 500
Handouts -Local businesses - Full color, double-sided rack cards - qty 500
Billboard - Daytripper Focus - 1 year term
Informational Packets - Architecture - 10 universities
Miniture Turbines - qty 10
Advertising - Magazine
 Business Park - Witchita Business Journal - 1/4pg, 6 weeks 
Advertising - Newspapers
 Business Incubator - 2 cities 

Budget Summary

Primary Budget Total

 
$2,000.00
$60.00
$2,920.00

$2,480.00

$500.00
$135.00
$22.50
$130.00
$60.00
$315.00
$1,356.00
$1,169.00
$1,080.00

$135.00
$59.50
$5,200.00
$64.60
$553.50
$925.00

$834.25

$19,999.35

Primary Budget

Budget
Summary
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Budget Summary

ROZ Letters - qty 1000
Advertising - Rent.com - 1 year
Advertising - Eco-websites - Greensburg’s Sustainability Focus - 6 months
Prizes - Promotional Video Competition
Advertising - Radio
 Greensburg New Resident Focus - Salina - KDJM-FM (:30 spot, 3 times daily, 5 days a week, 8   
 week run) 
Advertising - Magazine - Kansas! - Two issues, full page color ad
Fliers - Ambassadorship Program - 1 page, full color - qty 250
Alternative Breaks Media Kit - Lanyards - qty 250
Advertising - Alternative Breaks - K-State The Collegian - Double-sided inserts - qty 1000
Advertising - Alternative Breaks - Wichita State The Sunflower - Double-sided inserts - qty 5000
Advertising - Alternative Breaks -  KU University Daily Kansan - 1/2 page, b&w advertisment
Memorial Park - 5.5 gallon Autumn Blaze Maple Trees - qty 12
Memorial Park - Park Amenities Picnic Tables - qty 5
Advertising - Mommy Blogs - 1 year
Advertisements - Television
 Daytripper Focus - Cable Drop-ins - 2 months, qty of 4 (:30 spots) per day
Advertisements - Radio
 Regional radio ads
Brochures - “Greensburg in a Day” - Full color - qty 500
Advertising - Airport Backlit Diorama - 4 week run
Billboard - Mobile App - 4 week run
Handouts -Local businesses - Full color, double-sided rack cards - qty 500
Recycle Bins - qty 10
Banner - Witchita-Sedgwick County Historical Museum - qty 1
Advertising - Local Coupon Creation - qty 1000
Advertising - Newspapers
 Special Events - Regional newspapers - 2 week run
App Development - Visitors - 4 months of development
Harvest Festival -  Traditional Festival Activities
Harvest Festival - Free Shuttle Service - 10 hours, 2 drivers 
Harvest Festival - Advertise Festival in Newspapers - 3 cities
Harvest Festival - Advertise Free Shuttle Service - HPPR - $10 per spot, 5 times daily, 7    
 days, 2 weeks 
Harvest Festival - Advertise Free Shuttle Service  - KAHE-FM - $9.50 per spot, 5 times     
 daily, 7 days, 2 weeks 
Infographic - Green Buildings - qty 20
Conference Attendance - Travel Expenses (hotel/flight) - One representative
Conference Attendance - Conference Fees - One representative
Advertising - Magazine - Business Park - Witchita Business Journal - 1/4pg, 6 weeks
Memorial Park - Landscaping
Advertising - Eco-websites - 1 year term

Expansion Budget Total

$620.00
$1,176.00
$1,800.00
$525.00
$3,040.00

$6,000.00
$134.99
$315.00
$79.00
$150.00
$720.00
$120.00
$1,050.00
$240.00
$1,080.00

$6,000.00

$135.00
$3,000.00
$3,400.00
$59.50
$150.00
$300.00
$120.00
$2,600.00

$1,000.00
$5,000.00
$1,030.00
$834.25
$700.00
 
$665.00
  
$15.00
$560.00
$1,155.00
$925.00
$1,300.00
$3,600.00

$49,598.74

Expansion Budget

Research
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Client

The Kiowa County Office of Economic Development directs the cities of Greensburg, 
Haviland and Mullinville, Kan., in their efforts for economic sustention and expansion. 
The mission of the Office of Economic Development is “to attract and retain 
businesses and provide resources and assistance for new, locally owned businesses” 
(“Greensburg Home Page.”) The City of Greensburg Convention and Tourism 
Bureau strives to expand Greenburg’s tourism market. These two organizations work 
together to promote the advancement of the city of Greensburg, Kan. 

Named after stagecoach driver D.R. “Cannonball” Green, Greensburg was established 
in 1886. D.R. Green was the first Kiowa County resident elected in Kansas legislature 
in 1889. Soon after its establishment in 1886, Greensburg became home to the 
world’s largest hand-dug well, the Big Well, in 1888. The Big Well served as Greensburg’s water supply until 
it opened as a tourist attraction in 1939 (“History of Greensburg”).  On May 4, 2007, a 1.7 mile-wide EF-5 
tornado destroyed 97 percent of the town and killed 12 people in Kiowa County. In 2000, 1,574 people 
lived in Greensburg (2000 U.S. Census). In 2010, three years after the tornado, only 777 people lived in 
Greensburg (2010 U.S. Census). In the five years since the tornado, Greensburg is rebuilding “stronger, better 
and greener” (“Economic Development”). 

Rebuilding Greensburg after the 2007 tornado focused on environmentally friendly construction and 
sustainability. Greensburg continues to grow as a green community containing the most LEED certified 
buildings per capita in the world. Greensburg’s sustainability efforts and historic attractions possess the 
potential to grow into a popular tourist destination for several different types of travelers. 

Rebuilding Sustainably After Disaster

Examples of Rebuilding
New Orleans - The Build It Back Green (BIBG) program provides information and aid for New Orleans 
residents rebuilding their homes using green construction that will improve indoor air quality, save energy and 
conserve water. 

Joplin, Mo. - Convoy of Hope’s Extreme Hope fund partners with Project Safe Home, Global Green Building 
and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security to help build at least 12 energy efficient homes in Joplin 
(“Partnering to build homes in Joplin”). In April 2012, the city of Joplin and the Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources hosted a free seminar on green infrastructure for government officials, contractors and 
residents. The seminar covered a number of topics ranging from green building standards to storm water 
management (“Joplin seminar planned on green building topics”). 

Case Study of Rebuilding in Joplin
Rebuilding a house after a natural disaster can be daunting, but it also allows people to explore energy-

Secondary Research

efficient construction and sustainability. In an article written by Debby Woodin on Aug. 31, 2012 in The 
Joplin Globe, several Joplin residents shared their experiences with energy efficient houses. 

Hugh Shields and his wife Ramona used “structural insulated panels – SIPs – wall construction. The walls 
come in 6-inch-thick panels that consist of insulating foam sandwiched between oriented strand board.” 
These panels, along with every other component used in construction, were chosen for “the contribution 
it could make to heating or cooling the house efficiently.” Shields sought out information on sustainable 
building techniques through the GreenTown Joplin organization. 

Frank Schaffer is rebuilding his house to demonstrate Energy Star 3.0 standards. Schaffer will not only 
focus on appliances and windows, but also construction methods. One of the construction methods “calls 
for insulated housing to be built around air ducts so that cold and warm air is not lost in the attic. It’s a 
concept called conditioned airspace.” After Schaffer completes his home, he plans to build about “50 more 
in the $115,000 price range in the next five years for people with limited incomes” (“Residents use green 
building techniques to conserve utilities”). 

These examples from Joplin show how introducing sustainable techniques and materials into rebuilding can 
have real energy-saving results. 

 
Rebuilding to Withstand Natural Disasters
According to The Joplin Globe, the city of Joplin made a point to rebuild the hospital so that it could 
withstand another tornado (“Mercy Hospital Joplin being built to weather another EF-5”). UCLA Medical 
Center recently rebuilt a similar medical center when the Ronald Regan UCLA Medical Center was 
built “in response to the damage incurred by the old hospital structure during the 1994 Northridge 
earthquake” (“A Hospital Built to Withstand Natural Disasters”). 

One program that focuses on rebuilding to withstand natural disasters is the Fortified… for Safer Living 
program. “The Fortified…for Safer Living program is an initiative of the Institute for Business & Home 
Safety, which provides design, construction and landscaping guidelines to increase a new home’s resistance 
to natural disaster. ‘Fortified’ techniques and construction materials raise a home’s overall disaster-resistance 
above the minimum requirement of local building codes. Extra attention is given to areas especially 
vulnerable to harsh weather elements, including doors and windows, roof construction and the foundation” 
(“Disaster Resistance”). 

The Chance of Another Tornado
“The town’s rebuilding hasn’t been without issues. Contractors unfamiliar with environmental requirements 
have caused delays and residents have faced frustration over the slow rate of progress. Also, while you can 
move away from a flood plain, towns like Greensburg lie in tornado alley–which covers a wide swath of 
the country–so the town lives with the constant threat of being wiped out by another tornado. In a year 
filled with heavy tornado activity, it’s easy to imagine that the possibility must be on every resident’s mind” 
(“Natural Disasters, Sustainable Redevelopment”). 

Secondary Research
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Environmentalism

Environmental Communities
Building sustainable, environmentally-focused communities has become a greater priority for the future of 
community development in the United States and around the world. In Vision 2020, an in-depth look into 
the future of the green building industry by EcoHome Magazine, “Sustainable Communities” constituted 
one of the top 10 critical focus areas of the analysis.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of Transportation and the 
Environmental Protection Agency created the Partnership for Sustainable Communities in 2009 in 
response to President Barack Obama’s urging that government agencies focus on helping communities 
improve their sustainability as part of a plan for long-term growth and prosperity (“Partnership for 
Sustainable Communities”). This collaborative and innovative partnership reflects the growing need for 
American communities to address environmental and sustainability concerns both nationally and locally. 
The partnership outlined six Livability Principles for which communities should strive:
• Provide more transportation choices
• Promote equitable, affordable housing
• Enhance economic competitiveness
• Support existing communities
• Coordinate and leverage federal policies and investment
• Value communities and neighborhoods
The Partnership emphasizes the interconnection of housing, transportation and policy as not single issues, 
but “inextricably connected” aspects of sustainability. 

While media focuses attention and research analysis on urban areas promoting sustainable community 
development, the growth and development of rural communities remains an important factor. The 
Partnership for Sustainable Communities outlined a report for supporting sustainable rural communities 
in November 2011 in collaboration with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The report, “Supporting 
Sustainable Rural Communities,” highlighted available federal assistance programs for rural America 
and included case studies of rural successes and performance measures for use by rural communities. 
The Partnership stressed that this publication was its first on public policy, which demonstrates the 
organization’s recognition of the importance of rural communities with regard to sustainability. The city of 
Greensburg will be familiar with this report, as it was highlighted as one of the case studies of success.

 “Supporting Sustainable Rural Communities” addressed the problems facing many rural communities, 
including lack of housing options, lack of employment opportunities, maintenance of small-town 
community character and lack of financial support or funding. Yet, the report emphasized the invaluable 
resources rural communities possess, namely community cohesiveness, strong historical and distinctive 
features and local spirit. These strengths and struggles will not surprise Greensburg; it thrives in these 
areas of strength and looks for answers in those areas of need.

Secondary Research

Public Perceptions and Opinions of Environmentalism
American public opinion on environmental issues constitutes a complex and dynamic issue; especially in 
the last few years as economic issues trumped many, if not all, other issues in the public discourse. While 
local and regional circumstances and views affect opinion, here a general overview of American views is 
presented to give a background to the nation’s perceptions.

Americans are aware of the basic ideas of environmentalism and often care generally about the 
environment. In a Gallup survey in March 2012, about three-quarters of respondents said they 
personally worry about the quality of the environment “a great deal” or “a fair amount” (“Environment”). 
When asked to describe themselves in the survey, 40 percent of respondents classified themselves as 
“sympathetic, but not active” with regard to the environment, while 30 percent identified themselves 
as “neutral.” Only 17 percent considered themselves “active participants” and only 11 percent as 
“unsympathetic.”

Fifty-one percent of respondents in the same survey also said they thought the government is doing too 
little to protect the environment, while 30 percent said it is doing about the right amount and only 17 
percent said the government is doing too much. While more than 60 percent of respondents favored 
strongly enforcing federal environmental regulations in March 2012, about half of respondents to a 
Gallup poll in March 2010 said the environmental and energy laws designed to reduce global warming 
would “definitely” or “probably” hurt the economy (“Environment”). This information seems to suggest 
that in the past couple of years, a majority of Americans think the government is not doing enough to 
protect the environment and should more strongly enforce its regulations, yet half also think regulations 
have hurt the economy. This reflects the confusion and conflicting desires of Americans to improve the 
economy and the environment, especially in this time when many Americans have experienced economic 
uncertainty.

This seemingly contradictory trend in public opinion goes to the heart of the special relationship 
that exists in America between environmentalism and economic growth. In a telling survey question 
conducted by Gallup since 1984, an interesting and important trend emerges. When asked which should 
be given priority – protection of the environment, even at the risk of curbing economic growth, or 
economic growth, even if the environment suffers to some extent – Americans always prioritized the 
environment over economic development until March 2009. For the first time in 25 years, Americans 
switched their priorities, with 42 percent in favor of the environment and 51 percent in favor of 
economic growth (“Environment”). The cause of this reversal is not hard to discover: in 2009 America 
was in the deepest throes of the Great Recession, of which many Americans still feel the effects and 
from which the nation is still recovering. In the most recent polling of this question, March 2012, the gap 
closed to 49 percent prioritizing economic development and 41 percent prioritizing the environment. 
This still represents a drastic 26-point shift toward economic growth from just before the recession 
in 2007. According to Gallup, which analyzed the data in 2012, during times of economic security and 
prosperity Americans favor the environment, while in times of financial crisis the opposite occurs. These 
implications show the importance of demonstrating the significance, benefit and interrelation between 

Secondary Research
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environmentalism and economic development for places such as Greensburg in attracting American tourists 
and businesses.

Opinions about environmentalism recently trended along political lines. In the aforementioned Gallup poll on 
environmental versus economic priority, environment over economy experienced a 32-point drop since 2007, 
with only 27 percent of Republicans prioritizing the environment over the economy in 2012. In contrast, half 
of Democrats prioritized the environment over the economy in 2012 (“Americans Still Prioritize Economic 
Growth Over Environment”). With regard to alternative energy, according the a report by the Pew Research 
Center conducted in November 2011, while 68 percent of Americans favor increased government funding 
for alternative energy research, only 53 percent of Republicans favor such an increase (“Partisan Divide 
Over Alternative Energy Widens”). While general favor has decreased for alternative energy federal funding 
since 2006, Republican favor has experienced a drastic 30-point drop since 2006. While this shows a trend 
along political lines, it cannot be taken to mean that Republicans have a disdain for the environment nor that 
Democrats do not care about the economy, but instead that these groups currently tend to have different 
priorities that should be considered and should be addressed accordingly.

Although common perceptions assume “being green” is a politically charged or solely liberal issue, perhaps 
supported by such polls as cited above, many examples show that this belief does not have to be true. 
Environmental concern spans all demographics and psychographics of America. For example, Utah, a generally 
conservative and religious state, implemented a regional sustainability and growth plan, Envision Utah, in 2002, 
in order to keep Utah “beautiful, prosperous and neighborly for future generations” (“Envision Utah”). The 

Secondary Research

initiative’s seven primary goals are air quality, mobility, critical lands, water, housing, infrastructure and 
community, shifting the perception of sustainability from one of cumbersome regulations and political 
agenda to one of community, prosperity, growth and regional and American pride and duty. When 
speaking on Envision Utah, Christopher Leinberger, Visiting Fellow at The Brookings Institution and 
Chair of Vision 2020’s section on Sustainable Communities said, “True conservatism is not just fiscal, 
it also entails environmental conservation. Destroying the environment is anathema to the ideals of 
many religious conservatives” (“Vision 2020: Sustainable Communities”).

Economic Development through Environmentalism
Countless advances in green technology, business, products and industry emerged in the past two 
decades. For example, the U.S. Green Building Council established the LEED certification system in 
2000 to promote building and construction sustainability. The choices and opportunities for green 
economic development abound; the problem arises in balancing cost-effectiveness, regulations and 
market penetration when working to develop a sustainable and environmental economy (“Vision 
2020: Market Transformation”). According to Vision 2020, most buyers still prioritize first-time cost 
and the payback timeline when making purchase decisions. Ensuring that key stakeholders and 
audiences, such as investors, business people and homebuilders, have the necessary, most updated 
and accurate information is vital to market success. This includes information on regulations, 
taxes, incentives, environmental concerns and issues, subsidies, government programs and market 
opportunities (“Vision 2020: Market Transformation”).

The Partnership for Sustainable Communities outlines various programs and opportunities available 
to rural communities to aid development in its report “Supporting Sustainable Rural Communities,” 
many of which Greensburg is aware because of its unique position of close involvement with the 
national government since 2007. Some of the programs mentioned by the report include:
• Rural Development, USDA – Provides loans, grants, loan guarantees and technical assistance  
 to rural communities. 
• Natural Resources Conservation Service, USDA – Works with landowners to institute   
 conservation planning for rural land. 
• State and Small Cities Community Development Block Grant, HUD – Provides grants for   
 infrastructure, equitable affordable housing, economic development and community planning. 
• Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant/Community Challenge Planning Grant,   
 HUD – Programs of the Partnership that help communities develop plans that encompass   
 sustainable economic development, housing and transportation.
• Office of Sustainable Communities, EPA – Offers technical assistance to rural communities   
 through its Smart Growth Implementation Assistance program and Sustainable Communities  
 Building Blocks program.

Secondary Research
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Ecotourism
Environmentalism is a growing trend in the tourism industry. Ecotourism has grown from a small niche 
market to a large, well-recognized segment of the industry. Reuters acknowledged this when it began to 
syndicate its first green travel website, Green Traveler Guides, in 2011 (“Sites We Like: Green Traveler 
Guides”). Additionally, Expedia, Orbitz and Travelocity, three of the leading travel-booking websites, have 
sections dedicated to “green” travel.

In 2006, a New York Times article named “ecotourism” the buzzword of the year. Even six years 
ago, the article outlined the history of the industry, mainly beginning in South American and tropical 
countries, then moving into other parts of the world and the United States – including Wisconsin, which 
developed a statewide program, Travel Green Wisconsin. The article stressed the growing importance 
of certification in the ecotourism industry as a way to avoid “green washing” – labeling and promoting 
something as green, when it in fact is not environmentally sustainable or green (Higgins). In the past six 
years since this article, the industry only continued to expand and rely on trustworthy certification and 
endorsement.

Ecotourists recognize the current environmental issues the world faces, this group wants to interact with 
their world and other humans and appreciate the diversity of different experiences and places (“Where 
Green Travel Is Going”). They want to not only be aware of their world and the issues it faces, but also 
to be active participants in their world, always aware of how their choices impact the environment. 
Countless “green” blogs exist, many of which focus on or at least address green travel. Ecotourists want 
to be informed about their choices and seek third-party approval, reviews, guides and tips when making 
travel decisions. This helps them avoid green-washed sites and businesses and allows them to find 
exciting destinations that match their interests.

Green Traveler Guides (GTG), a premier ecotourism website, recently analyzed the future of ecotourism 
now that it has gained a foothold in the industry and seems here to stay. GTG said green travel 
destinations and businesses must be transparent in its “green-ness,” for example including detailed 
information on websites and onsite for green tourists to be aware of their impact (“Where Green 
Travel Is Going”). GTG also stressed that although ecotourism has its own defining factors, it is still 
travel and still needs to appeal to travelers. Just being a “green” destination is not enough to constitute a 
great tourist destination; it still must have attractions, fun and interests for travelers. Similarly, value is still 
important to Ecotourists. Ecotourists will pay for a great experience, but the experience must justify the 
price (“Where Green Travel Is Going”). 

According to Kelly Galaski, program and operations manager at the Planeterra Foundation, developing 
community-based ecotourism just because a community wants it and has “some nice assets” does not 
necessarily lead to business and tourism. “There has to be a reason to visit the place, apart from the 
community itself,” Galaski said (“How Can Community-Based Tourism Be Market-Ready and Financially 
Sustainable?”). While a community may be interesting and welcoming, tourists need a driving factor, or 
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ideally several factors, to compel them to visit, stay and spend money.

Trends in Rural Communities

The stereotyped image of rural communities and farming should not be associated with small towns 
anymore. In fact, only 6.5 percent of the rural labor force is engaged in farming (Johnson). Nearly 50 
million people live in nonmetropolitan America, covering approximately 2,000 counties. Non-metro 
areas are widely used to depict rural and small-town conditions and trends. These areas contain 17 
percent of the U.S. population but extend across 80 percent of the land area. Economic and social 
challenges facing rural areas and small towns differ greatly from those affecting larger U.S cities and 
the opportunities for rural population growth and economic expansion vary substantially from one 
non-metro county to the next (Cromartie). In the Midwest specifically, there has been a decline 
in populations moving into rural communities. “ […] the agricultural economy is employing few 
workers because of productivity gains, population density is low, natural decrease is common and 
young adults have been leaving in large numbers for generations” (Johnson). 

Although this is unfortunate for the Great Plains, some factors have contributed to the growth of 
some rural areas. The high housing costs and congestion in urban cities pushed some businesses to 
relocate in rural communities. Businesses can locate in more areas due to technological innovations 
and communications and transportation (Johnson). Younger adults move from rural communities 
to urban communities while older people come into rural America (Johnson). The demand for 
higher-paying jobs and a variety of jobs appeal to younger adults migrating to urban cities. Even 
after decades of youth out-migration, now the number of rural births is declining. When someone 
migrates out of a rural community it constitutes a net loss because the children of those who 
moved will be lost as well (Johnson). “Over the last two decades, rural women have been bearing 
fewer children” (Johnson). As if this does not take a hit to small communities, deaths triumph 
over births in rural America. Younger people migrating away and older people who are retired 
or closer to death migrating in explains this ratio of more deaths than births. “The variability in 
age-specific migration patterns is only one of many dimensions along which diversity is evident in 
nonmetropolitan areas” (Johnson). 
Rural communities are noticing a small change in racial identities and immigration of the Hispanic 
population. Although on a local level racial differences do not make a big impact, between 2000 and 
2004, immigration accounted for 31 percent of the overall population increase in nonmetropolitan 
areas (Johnson). This trend has increased since then. This presents an opportunity for rural 
communities to expand their population and keep generations of new families to stay in small 
towns. 

Many small rural communities thrive on the necessity for small businesses. Four main trends driving 
small businesses are local foods, shopping locally, local travel and mobile contact such as QR codes 
and applications like “Yelp!” (McCray 2011). Opportunities are available for farmers in small rural 
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communities to produce local, fresh foods for customers. Five out of the 20 top food trends in a National 
Restaurant Association survey of chefs are local foods. “People are thinking more about where their 
food comes from than any other time in recent history” (McCray). Meaning that local area foods are 
an important factor in attracting people to come to rural communities. Farming in rural communities is 
prevalent and the sale of local foods is an opportunity for a plethora of small businesses.  

Small town businesses need to focus on engaging their customers and making the customer feel a part 
of something. Meaningful tourism is a top priority for travelers, and small businesses can develop new 
strategies to attract consumers. “Smart small town tourism businesses will build more engagement with 
visitors and move towards renewal” (McCray 2011). Economic development can improve in small rural 
communities if businesses create an atmosphere of belonging and newness. “Visitors pay a premium when 
they think their purchase is doing good, whether that is a renewal of the environment, of an area’s history, 
or of a particular culture” (McCray 2011). 

Small, local businesses should focus on building a better business. Simply just placing a “shop local” 
advertisement will not work. “[…] shop local projects will work to improve local businesses to better 
meet people’s needs, because more competitive local businesses are a natural draw for customers,” 
(McCray 2011). A restructure of small local businesses can improve the economy and build strategies to 
attract customers.

The new push toward technology and online provides a good way for small businesses to promote 
their name to target audiences outside of the small communities. Connecting with customers on social 
media is a trend that is rising fast for small businesses in rural communities (McCray 2011). Small town 
businesses could benefit from mobile apps such as Urban Spoon and Google Local. Many consumers use 
their phones relentlessly, and to attract new customers, many small businesses are pushing the mobile 
connection. In 2011 many small businesses in rural towns offered coupons and deals through established 
websites such as Google and Facebook (McCray 2011). Small communities can benefit from expanding 
Wi-Fi connection space and Internet access to attract tourism. Wi-Fi availability is important for tourism 
and for small businesses capturing mobile customers (McCray 2012). This expansion will help reach the 
goal to attract new customers and engage the community to “like,” “follow” and “re-tweet” businesses. 

A trend across small rural communities is a rise in self-employment. The highly entrepreneurial millennial 
generation has started up many small businesses, creating more opportunities for an improvement in 
economy on a local and national level. A big boom of rural business start-ups is anticipated in 2012, 
meaning an increase in job creation and economic improvement for small communities (McCray 
2012). Ruralsourcing, the opposite of global outsourcing, is a trend in rural communities in 2012. More 
manufacturing and IT companies are looking to construct businesses in small towns (McCray 2012). The 
increase in costs for shipping and manufacturing in China has forced companies to come back to the U.S. 
This type of ruralsourcing will improve the economy and job creation for small towns. The fastest growing 
counties in nonmetropolitan America offer recreation, amenity or retirement opportunities (Johnson). The 
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baby-boomers who will be retirees soon present a viable group to target for rural communities. “They 
wield the most spending power, coupled with their propensity for travel and their growing amount of 
free time, makes them a powerful demographic for the travel industry” (O’Donnell). 

Innovative ideas drive this nation to become a better environment and adapt to changing technologies. 
Sustainability has become a component many rural communities across the U.S. have begun to adapt. 
LEED buildings are cost-effective and healthier for the environment. “In communities where people are 
more stable and less likely to make frequent moves, the benefits of more efficient, healthy, and durable 
buildings could be enormous” (Berkebile, Hardy). Developing small rural communities can acclimate 
toward sustainability because this type of environment provides the opportunity to attract scientific 
researchers and entrepreneurial manufacturers (Berkebile, Hardy). 

As the U.S. moves toward an environmentally friendly outlook, communities, especially small ones, 
can benefit from a new future of becoming “green.” The creation of new jobs can open because new 
resources will emerge, such as wind, solar and biomass resources. A green community can attract 
manufacturing and agricultural businesses because of its dedication to sustainability and available 
renewable energy (Berkebile, Hardy, 2010).  Small communities, especially those struggling or overcoming 
a natural disaster, should consider setting visionary goals to overcome challenges. Greensburg is a perfect 
example of setting visionary goals and following them. After the tornado devastation, instead of dwelling 
on the disaster, the city moved forward and set to become a leading sustainable, new Greensburg. This 
is a lesson for other small rural communities. “By thinking about planning and development holistically, 
a relatively small taxpayer initiative can dramatically improve the outlook of the entire community” 
(Berkebile, Hardy, 2010).  

Like most rural communities stricken by a natural disaster, 
Greensburg suffered population shrinkage. In order to attract 
younger residents, Greensburg adopted sustainability as the 
best way to attract this audience (Barger). Small communities 
with less than 1,000 people face the challenge of few young 
people moving into the city. “Money isn’t really the problem, 
the problem is leadership and a community not believing 
in itself ” (Kilbourn). One idea to raise money for small 
communities, other than attracting businesses, is to contact 
school alumni. Contacting and establishing interest in a 
successful school alumnus can be a potentially profitable way 
to bring money into a small community. Donations can help 
with hometown projects, business and retail initiatives and 
tourism attractions such as shopping (Kilbourn). 
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Housing

The state of housing, availability and affordability, in Greensburg is important to examine because it 
provides the literal home for Greensburg’s current and future citizens. Not only are homes available for 
purchase few and far between, but also more affordable, short-term options are not available. The housing 
market in Greensburg has a definite advantage of having “green” homes, which reduce overall living 
expenses over time. Examining nearby towns, the overall housing trends in Kansas and current data from 
Greensburg shows that a great need for housing options for new residents exists.

The Current State
Housing in Greensburg is rare to come by. As of October 2012, Realtor.com showed only two homes 
on the market in Greensburg. The specifications on both homes were similar, one at 1600 square feet, 
the other at 2000 square feet, both with three bedrooms, two baths and a list price of $125,000 and 
$135,000, respectively. While the square footage and number of rooms is ideal for a small family, the lack 
of availability is alarming. If only two homes are on the market, the appeal to move decreases. Lack of 
options may make homeowners feel forced into a home that is not ideal simply because it is available. 
These houses present options for those looking to buy a home, but single-person households may look 
for a more affordable temporary housing arrangement.

Apartments, townhomes and rent-to-own options in Greensburg are almost as minimal as the purchasing 
options. Four complexes (three apartments, one townhome) were identified in Greensburg, but each 
complex only has a small number of units. According to GreensburgGreentown.org, the Prairie Pointe 
Apartments and Oakview Townhomes have eight units each. While small in numbers, these units do have 
two major advantages that would draw in renters – prime location near Main St. and LEED Platinum 
certified building (“The City of Greensburg and Greensburg GreenTown Partnership Awards”). None of 
the complexes researched were found to have a functioning website, which makes it difficult for renters 
to learn more about floor plans, availability and pricing. As a rural town, the need for online availability of 
this information is critical for units in Greensburg. More complexes like these would provide a number of 
housing options for new residents. By having available apartments and townhomes, even buyers looking 
to purchase or build a new home would have a place to move into while they waited for their new home 
to be available. 

Greensburg Compared
Compared to nearby cities, Greensburg’s housing is limited. Pratt, Kan., located approximately 30 miles 
from Greensburg, listed seven apartment and townhome complexes – almost double what Greensburg 
has. The housing market in Pratt (population 6,855) also boasts 87 homes available on Realtor.com, 
significantly more than Greensburg and only a short distance away (“Population of Pratt, KS”). Wichita, 
Kan., a much larger city than Greensburg (population 384,445), lists 2,322 properties available for 
purchase on Realtor.com (“Population of Wichita, KS”). These numbers show that Greensburg, while 
having a much smaller population, still is not meeting property numbers.
• Pratt – Population of 6,855; available properties for sale - 87.
• One home available for every 78 residents
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• Wichita – Population of 384,445; available properties for sale - 2,322.
• One home available for 165 residents
• Greensburg – Population of 775; available properties for sale - two.
• One home available for every 385 residents

The price range for homes in Greensburg is comparable to cities like Wichita. 
Over the last decade the price for housing has increased in Wichita, Topeka and in Kansas overall 
(“Kansas Real Estate Prices”). Prices that once sat in the low $80k range now sit just below $120k. 
Though only a small number of homes are available to compare prices, the price points of the homes 
in Greensburg are on par for these trends. The graphs below illustrate the pricing trends. The significant 
increase in pricing demonstrates a good sign for buyers – it shows that the value of a home is 
increasing, making for a good investment opportunity. An article from April 2012 in USA Today showed 
that Kansas land values are skyrocketing as well, suggesting this trend may continue (Raasch). According 
to the article: “Many individuals in farm communities — doctors, lawyers, business owners — who in 
the past put savings in the bank or the stock market are sinking it into land; so are investment funds 
dedicated to farmland purchases.” This increase is consistent statewide; making the case that owning a 
home in Kansas can be a very good investment opportunity for new families. 

Average Housing Costs Graph for Wichita
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Average Housing Costs Graph for Topeka

Average Housing Costs Graph for All of Kansas
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Going Green
Greensburg has a significant advantage with its housing compared to surrounding towns. The town itself 
supports the LEED initiatives by providing buildings and city basics – eco-friendly street lamps, community 
buildings, community gardens - that help reach the Platinum level of LEED certification that 13 of the 
Greensburg buildings have – the highest rating LEED offers. The city provides eco-friendly staples like 
“energy efficient LED streetlights,” an “eco-friendly school,” the “business incubator (housed in a beautiful 
eco-friendly building)” and a “community garden” (“From Ghost Town to Green Town: Rebirthing of 
Greensburg, KS”). So far the city is the only one in the United States to be completely eco-friendly by 
requiring that all city buildings meet the Platinum LEED certification level (“From Ghost Town to Green 
Town: Rebirthing of Greensburg, KS”). Greensburg focuses on building environmentally friendly homes, 
which save money on heating, water, electric and overall upkeep compared to traditional housing. In an 
article for the Nashville Ledger, owners of these environmentally friendly homes find the savings and 
quality of their homes to be an important factor in their purchase (Lewis): 
 • “The houses are more structurally sound than ordinary houses and have higher quality  
  roofs and heating and air-conditioning systems.”
 • “For the past 20 years, American businesses and families have saved nearly $230 billion  
  on utility bills and prevented greenhouse gas emissions equal to more than 350 million 
  vehicles with the assistance of the Energy Star program, U.S. Environmental Protection  
  Agency figures show.”
 • “There’s an increased sale value. Green is worth more,” West said. “If people are given an  
  option – can I have quality, a well-built, efficient home or granite countertops and a house  
  that doesn’t perform as well – we’re seeing the growth of efficiency.”

These advantages put Greensburg at a competitive advantage compared to surrounding towns. Not 
only is the LEED Platinum certification not feasible without the support of the community (part of 
the certification requires close buildings and a minimal commute), it puts Greensburg in an excellent 
competitive situation for buyers looking to save money over the long run and be environmentally 
conscious (“LEED for Homes Rating System”). If buyers can purchase a home of better quality that has 
lower costs and the environmentally friendly stamp of approval for around the same price as a traditional 
home, it makes for a good financial decision to purchase the environmentally friendly home.

Tourism

According to the U.S. Travel Association, tourism and travel contribute $758 billion in expenditures to the 
U.S. economy and directly generate more than 7.4 million jobs. Travel and tourism generate $117.6 billion 
in tax revenue for federal, state and local governments. The restaurant industry accounts for the majority 
of economic activity (“Tourism Overview”). 

The Outdoor Industry Association did a study in 2006 that states an estimated $730 billion is contributed 
to the U.S. economy through active outdoor recreation, which includes bicycling, camping, fishing, hunting, 
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paddling, snow sports, wildlife viewing, trail-running, hiking and climbing. There are millions of participants 
of active outdoor recreation: 60 million in bicycling, 45 million in camping, 33 million in fishing, 13 million 
in hunting, 24 million in paddling, 16 million in snow sports, 56 million in trail-running and 66 million in 
wildlife viewing. The recreation economy not only contributes $730 billion to the economy, but also it 
supports nearly 6.5 million jobs across the U.S., generates $88 billion in annual state and national tax 
revenue, provides sustainable growth in rural communities, generates $289 billion annually in retail sales 
and services in the U.S. and is involved in more than eight percent of America’s personal consumption 
expenditures. Specifically in the West North Central Region (Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, 
North Dakota and South Dakota), the total contribution of the outdoor recreation industry is $23,836 
million, and generated 272,654 jobs, $3,405 in gear retail sales and $12,771 in trip-related sales (“The 
Active Outdoor Recreation Economy”). 

Kansas offers many agricultural tourism opportunities. There are several scenic byways in Kansas, such as 
the Flint Hills Scenic Byway, Wetlands and Wildlife Scenic Byway, Frontier Military Historic Byway, Glacial 
Hills Scenic Byway, Gypsum Hills Scenic Byway, Kansas Historic Route 66 Byway, Native Stone Scenic 
Byway, Post Rock Scenic Byway, Prairie Trail Scenic Byway, Smoky Valley Scenic Byway and Western Vistas 
Historic Byway (“Kansas Scenic Byways”). 

In 2012, according to the Kansas Restaurant and Hospitality Association, Kansas’ restaurants are projected 
to register $3.7 billion in sales. In 2010, there were 4,964 places to eat and drink in Kansas. Kansas’ 
restaurants employ 126,300 people, which accounts for nine percent of total employment. In 2022, 
restaurants are projected to employ 138,100 people, which is a 9.3 percent growth or 11,800 new jobs in 
the next 10 years. As well as employing 127,000 people, every $1 spent in Kansas’s restaurants generates 
an additional $0.77 in sales for the state’s economy (“Kansas Restaurant Industry at a Glance”). 

According to the Illinois Institute for Rural Affairs, there are different factors that travelers consider 
when traveling: attractions, vibe, scenery, walkability, shopping, dining, lodging, art scene, outdoor activities, 
proximity, multi-day potential and wild-card special events. “Another important interest for tourists is a 
desire for novelty information. People like to learn new information and skills. Many towns in this study 
have historical buildings and houses that provide additional attractions for travelers. Architecture as an 
art form appeals to many tourists because of the combined natural interest with traditional living spaces.” 
According to the Illinois Institute for Rural Affairs, to generate overnight stays, towns must advertise more 
than 75 miles away and not much more than three hours or about 160 miles away.

Illinois data from 2008 show that the average revenue generated per stay was $485, down from $510 
in 2006. A “day trip” wherein tourists do not stay overnight generates only $256 per trip; tourists who 
stay overnight spend more money locally. A one-night stay creates $525 new dollars for the tourist town, 
while a two-night stay generates $796 new dollars (“Rural Research Report: Small Town Tourism: Building 
the Dreams”). Also, according to the Conference Boards website, consumer confidence index is up nine 
points as of Sept. 25, 2012 (“Customer Confidence Survey”). 

On Oct. 18, Agriculture Under Secretary Dallas Tonsager announced there would be 4.4 million dollars 
provided through USDA Rural Development’s Housing Preservation Grant Program to help with low 
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and very low-income housing. “For many rural residents, maintaining a home with basic features such as 
indoor plumbing and safe electrical wiring is often unaffordable,” Tonsager said. “This program supports 
basic repairs to improve living conditions for rural resident with extremely limited incomes” (“Agriculture 
Under Secretary Announces Support for Projects to Improve Rural Housing”). 

According to the Department of Transportation’s website, August 2012 traffic in the North-Central 
region of the United States (compromised of Kansas, Nebraska, North and South Dakotas, Minnesota, 
Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Ohio and Indiana) accounted for 59.6 billion miles of travel, a 0.5 percent 
change from August 2011. 

On Rural Arterial roads, in Kansas, in August 2012 there were 869 million vehicle miles, a drop of one 
percent from 878 million vehicle miles in August 2011. In July 2012, there were 859 million miles of 
vehicle traffic, a 3.2 percent drop from 888 million miles of traffic in July 2011 (“Individual Monthly Motor 
Vehicle Travel in the U.S. for August 2012”)

Agritourism

 Agritourism describes the act of visiting a working farm or any agricultural, horticultural or agribusiness 
operation to enjoy, be educated or be involved in activities (“Agricultural Marketing Resource Center”). 
Agritourism constitutes a big section of tourism – especially in a mainly rural state such as Kansas. 
Many different businesses exist that offer various experiences to travelers. In the Southwest region of 
Kansas (Greeley, Wichita, Scott, Lane, Ness, Rush, Barton, Hamilton, Kearny, Finney, Hodgeman, Pawnee, 
Stafford, Stanton, Grant Haskell, Gray, Ford, Edwards, Kiowa, Pratt, Morton, Stevens, Seward, Meade, Clark, 
Comanche and Barber counties): 

Jornada Alpaca Ranch in Ulysses: A growing farm that has different livestock – cows and alpaca
Sunflower Showcase Photography Adventures in Otis:  Allows visitors to come to the country and 
experience their way of life
Creek Side Farm Bed & Breakfast in Fowler: Boasts experiences of hunting, farming and 
ranching, and an overall “western” experience 
Fort’s Cedar View, Inc. in Ulysses: Gives traveler opportunity to hunt, bird watch and observe 
nature. It appeals to individuals interested in following migration patterns of several animals (butterflies, 
ducks, geese, etc.) 
Iron Horse Ranch in Great Bend: Gives travelers the opportunity to experience farm and ranch 
life, bird watching, fishing and guided trail rides
Ten Gage Hunting Ranches Inc. in Lewis: Offers seasonal game leases and day hunts
Lazy J Hunting Services, Inc. in Sublette: Offers guided hunting trips on approximately 4000 acres 
(“Kansas Registered Agritourism Operators Directory”) 
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According to the Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, there is far more traffic 
on both urban and rural highways during the summer months. 
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Lessons Learned from Other Disaster Communities 
Any community can experience a disaster, regardless of location or demographics. Disasters can be natural 
or caused by humans, hitting small communities or large metropolitans. In an analysis of 22 American 
communities that have experienced a disaster, several rebuilding and communicative strategies came to light 
from successful recovery plans.

Cooperation
Nearly all communities learned the importance of cooperation and coordination after experiencing a 
disaster. With natural disasters, FEMA or other government organizations often intervened, presenting 
opportunities for aid, but also obstacles for the communities to work with new regulations and personnel. 
Learning to cooperate and function with these organizations proved beneficial for most communities, for 
example when Bastrop, Texas, worked with FEMA to keep workers in the area by providing temporary 
housing, identifying recovery efforts and providing funding for recovery. In addition, many communities, 
especially small communities, had local churches and social services provide volunteers, fundraising and 
support after disasters. Harnessing these vital stakeholders proved advantageous for many communities. It 
not only helped the communities in the functional aspect of responding to the disaster, but also helped form 
a sense of unity, allowing the cities and towns to come together and move forward from the disaster.

Education and Information
After these disasters the communities had to take steps to provide stakeholders and audiences with 
relevant information. This functioned on two levels: immediate response and long-term response. 
Immediately after a disaster, those affected look for information to move past the chaos and tragedy 
that resulted. The communities had the duty to provide and inform about disaster response, how to take 
advantage of recovery resources and plans for rebuilding. Many communities learned from previous disaster 
response successes and failures. For example, many colleges adopted new communication plans after 
the campus shooting at Virginia Tech University, including Virginia Tech. Northern Illinois University (NIU) 
had updated its campus response plan to inform students of danger on campus more quickly, including 
taking advantage of technology such as text messages, emails and website updates. This allowed NIU to 
quickly inform students of an on-campus shooting in 2008. Many communities’ members looked to official 
government or institutional websites for information after a disaster and in the recovery stages. An effective 
response and communication system was a priority for many communities in order to restore a sense of 
safety, comfort and knowledge to its residents.

Opportunity
Several community leaders stressed that disasters should be viewed as opportunities for progress and 
growth rather than dwelled on as hindrance or harm. Many disasters spurred newer, bigger, more efficient, 
more progressive development. When a community decides to rebuild after destruction, it provides an 
inevitable opportunity to invest and build things in a more ideal and modern fashion. Many communities 
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that experienced natural disasters began replanting trees and cleaning and restoring the environment. 
Communities could also improve their economic development through innovative business development 
programs and business incubators, as Greensburg has instituted. Many communities prioritized revitalizing 
previous community attractions, similar to Greensburg’s update of the Big Well Museum. For example, 
Galveston, Texas, revitalized its historical downtown area after Hurricane Ike in 2008. Although rebuilding from 
a disaster can provide opportunities for progress, a disaster also often presents serious financial concerns. 
Rebuilding necessitates tremendous investment and many are unwilling to take on the financial burden. 
Community leaders stressed that rebuilding takes time and that by emphasizing the benefits of progress, 
recovery and improvement can be achieved.

Memorial
Every community that experiences a serious disaster must address how to remember or memorialize the 
disaster and its effects. Trying to strike a balance between memorials – especially for victims – and moving 
past a tragedy can present a difficult task. The responses to this dilemma have varied, yet all focus on respect 
for victims and hope for the future. At Virginia Tech University, students, faculty and staff commemorate 
those killed in the 2007 campus shooting each year with memorial ceremonies, a memorial run/walk and a 
commemorative website. Many communities offered liaison programs for survivors, initially and long-term. 
Other popular forms of memorial included physical memorial spaces, specifically monuments, gardens and 
parks in public places, for example the memorial park in Jarrell, Tex., built to honor the victims of an F-5 
tornado in 1997. Several communities, including Joplin, Mo., and Galveston, Tex., held and continue to hold 
memorial runs and walks in order to fundraise and remember the tragedies in a positive light. Not only do 
these events aid memorials, they also bring community members together in a constructive bonding event.

Focus Group Summary
Four class representatives traveled with Professor David Guth to Greensburg on Sept. 28 to hold two focus 
groups – one focusing on economic development and one focusing on tourism. The focus group participants, 
many of whom are local business owners, members of Greensburg Chamber of Commerce and city council, 
shared valuable insights. A main point of the focus groups was the story of how far the community has come 
since the tornado in May 2007. A town that could have died off has worked tirelessly and collaboratively 
to build a strong, sustainable, welcoming community. Greensburg’s citizens form an integral part of why 
Greensburg has come back so strongly and continues to grow. Their work ethic is second to none and 
they have strong values and morals. It was evident how much the participants of the focus group valued 
their community and neighbors. Greensburg has plenty of opportunities and potential to grow, but also has 
barriers to growth. 

Economic Development Focus Group 
The consensus among the focus group participants was that Greensburg is a good place to have a family 
and raise children. A strong sense of community and of individual accountability thrives. It was implied that 
most citizens of Greensburg believe that the real story of Greensburg today is how far it has come since 
the tornado, not the actual tornado, although differing opinions were voiced. Mayor Bob Dixson stressed 
marketing efforts for Greensburg would aim to benefit their region, not just Greensburg. When asked about 
different housing options, a point that was brought up was that Greensburg does not necessarily want low-
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income housing. They stressed that they do not just want to “throw up” cheap housing in hopes that lots 
of people will move there, but rather they want people with the same strong morals and values that most 
Greensburg citizens have. Participants of the focus groups also expressed that they believe that if there are 
jobs, the lack of housing issue will be able to take care of itself. It would be beneficial for Greensburg to 
start dialogues with companies in sustainable industries that could possibly create 15 to 20 jobs. Another 
point Greensburg’s citizens are proud of is their work ethic. They do not want people under the impression 
that they were given freebies. Although they had help from FEMA and other organizations, it took the hard 
work of citizens to get to the point that they are at now. They continue to work hard to make Greensburg 
the town they are proud to call home. Focus group participant Steve Kirk said “what I did have, I poured 
everything that I could into it, and so did everybody else.” His wife, Judith Kirk added, “He did. We lived in 
Dodge, he left at five in the morning and came home at nine at night for supper everyday.” Janice Haney said 
Greensburg is “Absolutely the best place on the planet to raise children. This is a community with values and 
spirit. We know our neighbors.”

Tourism Focus Group 
Greensburg is conveniently located on US-Hwy 54, a two-lane highway. Aaron Zadina, focus group participant, 
said “[The] two-lane highway is good because people can pull off the highway easier... [and we’re] not entirely 
off the beaten path.” While this is a great opportunity for Greensburg, there is a general consensus that the 
room for improvement remains. “[it’s difficult to] get people to actually stop while they’re in town,” Zadina 
said. Many times travelers go right through the town without stopping because of a perceived lack of signage. 
Mayor Bob Dixson said “lodging is a barrier.” Greensburg has worked hard to rebuild its community to be 
green and sustainable, but a misconception of the meaning of green and sustainable remains. Greensburg 
should also market to its strengths and attractions, such as the Big Well, LEED certified buildings and the 
soda fountain. Participants of the tourism focus group also acknowledged the need for a recognizable chain 
restaurant that will attract travelers. Greensburg knows that it is not necessarily a destination; however it has 
several attractions that appeal to day-trippers and travelers on Hwy 54-400. 

2012 Sustainable Disaster Recovery Conference
Ever Green Consulting attended the first Sustainable Disaster Recovery Conference on the St. Louis 
University campus, collaboration among the St. Louis University Center for Sustainability, Greensburg 
GreenTown and GreenTown Joplin on Oct. 29, 2012. Experts in every area of disaster recovery presented 
and gave invaluable insight into the intricate situation Greensburg faces as a leader in sustainable disaster 
recovery.

Presentation by Steve Hewitt, former City Administrator, City of Greensburg and current City Manager of Clinton, 
Okla.
Steve Hewitt presented on his time as the city administrator for Greensburg during and after the tornado in 
2007. He offered insight into the city’s recovery and evolution into a leader of sustainability. Hewitt focused 
on Greensburg’s plan for the future, adding that people generally ask themselves “Is this good for my family?” 
when making decisions about their community and living decisions. He said Greensburg rebuilt its buildings 
for the next 100 years. While the old buildings are gone, the values of its residents remain and the same 
kind of people who formed Greensburg’s past are shaping its future. He emphasized that the rebuilding has 
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benefited the community. “The wind that blew Greensburg away is energizing Greensburg today,” Hewitt said. 
He said that people like to save money, so communities must focus on educating about how sustainability is 
fiscally responsible. Hewitt suggested that because things in the future will change with regard to jobs and the 
environment, communities must be forward thinking and ahead of the curve in order to remain viable and 
thriving.

Interview with Janet West, President of Kiowa County Media Center
Ever Green Consulting talked with Janet West about the planned alternative spring break program in 
Greensburg. The program will focus on volunteerism, leadership and sustainability. West said the community 
will welcome college students who will volunteer in Greensburg during their spring break week helping 
with remaining clean up and getting things “back to normal.” West said participants will spend half their time 
volunteering and half the time working with community members. She said there are plans to create a video 
series online through discussions from the volunteer trips. The student-created videos will be shared with 
the community through an event that will include music and dancing. West said there are plans to work with 
colleges to offer college credit for the program.

Breakout Sessions
The session by Carrie Beth Lasley from the University of New Orleans Center for Hazards Assessment, 
Response & Technology presented the challenges of faced by communities recovering from Hurricane Katrina. 
Lasley stressed the importance of addressing the human component of rebuilding and planning. She said 
quick recovery is not always safe recovery. Finally, she stressed that people make living decisions based on 
what is best for their children, so they will consider where they can get a job and where their children’s lives 
will be stable and healthy.

During The Green Behind Rebuilding Green: Incentivizing Sustainable Recovery breakout session, Teri Samples, 
CPA, focused on the tax credits offered to contractors building in Greensburg. The 45L tax credit is available 
to eligible owners and contractors of new construction or substantial renovation. This tax credit can be 
applied on eligible construction dating back to 2006. When meeting the requirements of the 45L tax credit, 
owners or contractors can be credited up to $2,000 per energy efficient unit. Homes, townhomes and 
apartments that meet requirements such as having less than three floors and having kitchen can potentially 
be eligible. The 45L tax credit can be applied after the completion of five phases.

Other Insights
Mary Warner, executive manager of integrated deployment projects for the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL) pointed out that Greensburg’s green building code is voluntary, not required. She 
stressed that LEED buildings save money in utilities in the long-term and that energy-efficient homes pay for 
themselves and then some in 20 to 30 years. Steve Castaner, a branch director of FEMA, emphasized the 
importance for communities to celebrate success and for residents to share their stories.
Another breakout session titled “In Their Own Words: The Decision to Rebuild Green,” residents Jill and 
Scott Eller of Greensburg discussed why they decided to stay in Greensburg and to rebuild green. Mrs. 
Eller said she believed the reason why so many Greensburg residents left after the tornado was because 
they were either scared to rebuild green or were confused by how to start. Mr. and Mrs. Eller wanted their 
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two daughters to finish out high school in Greensburg, so they went on to build what is today, the most 
recognizable house in the community. The Ellers’ house can withstand winds up to 250 mph because of the 
two large domes on the side of their home. The Ellers’ builder William E. Perkins of Good Will Builder was 
also present to discuss how to build green and the various structures, like Structural Insulated Panel (SIPs) 
technology. Perkins mentioned how much sustainable building can save a homeowner each month, and 
although upfront it is expensive to build green, in the long run you save more money than traditional building. 
“We spend about $15 a month on a gas bill and we are really saving on energy by having a sustainable 
home,” Jill Eller said. Perkins mentioned the four essentials of rebuilding green
Does not cost a homeowner much more than 10 percent to build green
Keep housing small and it is unnecessary to build gargantuan 
Insulation materials are important for even the floors, windows, walls and doors of a home 
Thermal bridging (temperature transfer between outside and inside of walls) is important to building green 
because it saves 20 percent on costs

Primary Research
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Summary of Key Findings 

After conducting primary research and gathering secondary research, Ever Green Consulting has identified 
several pertinent findings that will help address the challenges and opportunities facing Greensburg. 

Rebuilding after a natural disaster is challenging, but many cities have succeeded at sustainable rebuilding. 
For each stage of rebuilding after a disaster, providing information and fostering communication between 
government and residents is vital. In communities that have recently experienced a natural disaster, 
sustainability has formed an integral part in long-term rebuilding plans. Although natural disasters devastate 
communities, sustainable practices offer preventative and innovative efforts for the future of these towns. 

Environmentalism constitutes a significant concern for many Americans. Although the ecotourism and green 
market segments continue to grow, American attitudes toward environmentalism have recently changed with 
the economic recession, demonstrating the need to present environmentalism as an economically beneficial 
concept. Public opinion research indicates that tying sustainability to economic growth is necessary to gain 
support for sustainable issues. Ecotourists and environmentalists seek detailed information on the impact of 
their choices, indicating that green businesses should highlight all of their green practices.

Current rural trends have broken away from previous negative stereotypes. The most significant current 
trends in rural communities include providing technological advances such as mobile apps and wider Wi-Fi 
area settings, developing sustainability plans to attract young people and keeping resources local. Incorporating 
these trends will allow Greensburg to take advantage of these benefits. Sustainability in rural communities is 
a developing trend, and Greensburg is at its forefront. The expansion of different industries provides a large 
economic boost for small communities. Greensburg can be the example for other small communities looking 
to adopt a sustainable yet rural environment. 

Greensburg’s current housing market provides the city with opportunities for both investment and continuing 
the green initiative.  Land values in Kansas have continued to rise over the last decade, making real estate 
purchases an excellent investment opportunity for individuals and families looking to start a new life.  The 
additional draw of a community that supports LEED certification standards encourages homes that are 
environmentally – and in turn financially – sound.  Compared to surrounding cities, Greensburg has a need 
for housing, both permanent and temporary (such as apartment complexes), despite a smaller population. By 
taking advantage of its sustainable identity and abundance of affordable land, Greensburg can work toward 
building its population and development. 

Because Kansas is a primarily rural state, agritourism constitutes a large part of its tourism industry. The 
months of May through September are the most popular for travel on rural highways in the United States. 
Taking this trend into account can help Greensburg plan and market itself as a tourism destination. 

Through primary research on disaster responses from different American communities, it became clear that 
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core principles for recovery include cooperation within the community, focus on the opportunities rather 
than the damages and a respectful way to memorialize the disaster. Community cooperation fosters goodwill 
and development after a disaster, therefore, Greensburg will benefit from the involvement of its residents. 
Maintaining a positive attitude and focusing on the potential for growth is vital. Although memorializing a 
disaster can pose a difficult dilemma for residents, finding a constructive way to do so benefits the community 
while still respecting the town’s loss. 

In the focus groups conducted in Greensburg, residents explained that hard work went into successful 
rebuilding, although others may have perceived all the work was completed by outside or federal 
organizations. Initially residents did not understand the process involved with green policies and techniques. 
Through education about sustainability, residents realized the benefits and supported the initiative.  Any 
communications strategy must consider the importance of educating involved audiences about Greensburg 
and its practices.

The 2012 Sustainable Disaster Recovery Conference provided first-hand accounts of Greensburg’s attitude 
toward its sustainable identity and recovery process. The conference demonstrated the community’s 
dedication to overall improvement and fostering a welcoming community for residents, visitors and 
businesses. Taking advantage of these attitudes will encourage the ongoing advancement of Greensburg.

Summary of Key Findings
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Target Audiences
In defining publics we can recognize what the targeted audiences want and how to best market to each 
public. In this section we name primary, intervening and special publics. Primary publics are the decision-
makers and directly affect the ability to achieve goals. Intervening publics are stakeholders who have access to 
and can influence the decision-makers. Special publics are any organized group and are “also potential sources 
of support.”  

1. Greensburg Residents [Primary]

Demographics
Residents of Greensburg are generally 45 to 64 years old. According to PRIZM, these residents earn 
an estimated median household income of $34,800, placing these residents in the lower-middle 
income bracket. In 2010, 8.6 percent of Greensburg residents earned an income below the poverty 
level. Residents in Greensburg are predominantly Caucasian, but the Hispanic population is growing.

Psychographics
According to PRIZM, Greensburg residents enjoy simple pleasures in life. They watch Wheel of 
Fortune and The Price is Right. They also read outdoor or gun magazines and drive cars like a Ford 
Taurus or Mercury Sable.

Rationale
Greensburg residents are a primary public. Ever Green Consulting will target them directly to 
encourage their involvement with their town and its decisions.

Strategic Message
Greensburg residents, you should become involved with Greensburg because your involvement can 
impact town decisions. 
 

2. Residents of nearby towns (Younger population) [Primary]

Demographics
Residents of nearby towns such as Dodge City, Pratt and Great Bend earn an estimated median 
household income between $45, 219 to $49, 542. Residents of Pratt County, Ford County (Dodge 
City), and Barton County (Great Bend) between the ages of 20 to 34 were estimated in 2011 to be 
a total of 14, 094. Residents of all three nearby towns are predominantly Caucasian, but the Hispanic 
population falls right after as the next leading race in surrounding towns. 

Psychographics
According to PRIZM, the younger residents of these towns with no children enjoy watching movies 
and TV on the Internet, using Twitter, going dancing, and reading Rolling Stone and Vibe magazine. This 
age group relies on smartphones for its Internet access. This young and single group spends its leisure 
time in their apartments on the Internet, downloading music and text messaging. 

Target
Audiences
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Target Audiences

Rationale
Younger residents of nearby town are a primary public. Targeting this group will attract a younger 
population to Greensburg to begin families. Not only a future for more people in Greensburg, but 
younger people are more inclined to adopt trends and sustainable living might be something to catch 
this tech-savvy age group. 

Strategic Messages
Residents living in nearby towns, you should relocate to Greensburg because it offers plenty of 
available land and you will have space to build your ideal home.

Young families, you should move to Greensburg because it is a tight-knit community with strong 
values.

Environmentally considerate citizens, you should move to Greensburg because it reduces your cost of 
living and your carbon footprint.

3. Kansas Residents [Primary]

Demographics
Residents of Kansas earn an estimated mean household income of $48, 964 (2011). 
The industry with the largest employment is educational, healthcare services and social assistance 
followed by manufacturing. The largest age group of residents in Kansas is between 45 to 55 years old, 
accounting for 14.2 percent of the population. The second largest age group in Kansas is between 25 
to 34 years old, accounting for 13.3 percent of the population. 

Psychographics
According to the Kansas Travel and Tourism executive summary, many Kansas residents own 
workshop equipment and participated in many public activities in the past year. Many of these 
residents have a high school education. Residents also participate in outdoor gardening or farming and 
own a tractor or riding lawnmower.

Rationale
Kansas’ residents are a primary public. Targeting this public is important because many Kansas residents 
are moving to nearby states and marketing to them is vital to growing the population of Greensburg. 
This public will help the economic development of Greensburg. 

Strategic Messages
Residents of Kansas, you should visit Greensburg because of the community’s new sustainable 
buildings and the experience of a town dedicated to sustainable living.

Environmentally considerate citizens, you should move to Greensburg because it reduces your cost of 
living and your carbon footprint.      
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4. Residents of surrounding states [Primary]

Demographics
Residents of Missouri, Oklahoma, Colorado and Nebraska are four states bordering Kansas. Residents 
of these border states do not belong to one particular age range. According to the U.S. Census 
Bureau, the median household income of Missouri, Oklahoma, Colorado and Nebraska range from 
$42,979 to $56.456. (QuickFacts Census website) 

Psychographics
Most residents living in the states surrounding Kansas adopt a Midwest mentality that exhibits family 
values and a close-knit community. With few urban areas to visit, these residents generally live in 
suburbs or rural towns. With median household incomes classified as middle-income, most residents 
have enough disposable income to afford reasonably priced trips.

Rationale
Residents of states surrounding Kansas are a primary public. Targeting this public is important because 
residents of surrounding states are potential Greensburg tourists. 

Strategic Message
Environmentally considerate citizens, you should move to Greensburg because it reduces your cost of 
living and your carbon footprint.

5. Weather Tourists [Primary]

Demographics
Recreational storm chasing in the area of Greensburg mostly attracted middle-aged tourists with 
no children. According to the International Journal of Tourism Research, “Recreational storm chasers 
taking organized tours were highly educated. The majority (60.5 percent) of respondents had at 
least a college degree, and over one-quarter (25.6 percent) had an advanced degree. Over one-
quarter (29.3 percent) of the survey participants reported a gross annual household income of at 
least $75, 000. The majority (61.0 percent) had at least $50, 000 of annual household income. The 
majority (71.7 percent) of the participants were full-time employees; 15.2 percent were retired from 
a previous job or profession. […] Interestingly though, results show that recreational storm chasing 
in the Tornado Alley captured tourists from more remote areas.” (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/jtr.860/full)

Psychographics
Weather tourists and people who visit the scene of a disaster are often fascinated by how powerful 
the elements can be. Disaster brings out the (often hidden) curiosity of the morbid and macabre. 
Visitors want a glimpse of what it might have been like to experience extreme weather and 
understand how citizens lived through a catastrophe. Storm chasers crave the adrenaline rush of 
following a storm and the “on edge” atmosphere that surrounds it.

Target Audiences
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Rationale
Targeting weather tourists is important because Greensburg was hit by an EF-5 tornado. The 
destruction from the tornado is not the only thing that will bring weather and disaster tourists. Many 
tourists will visit Greensburg to see how much progress the town has made rebuilding. 

Strategic Message
Weather tourists, you should visit Greensburg because it has a history of extreme weather and 
demonstrates preventative rebuilding efforts after destruction. 

6. Leisure Tourists [Primary]

Demographics
According to the study Psychographic and Demographic Profiles of Niche Market Leisure Travelers 
done by the Journal of Hospitality & Tourism Research, that surveyed men and women from Arkansas, 
California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Oklahoma and Texas 
were interested in traveling for leisure activities (including cultural attractions.) Eighty percent of these 
travelers use the Internet to collect travel information and more than 60 percent were ages 18 to 
54 and more than 60 percent made $35,000 or more per year. (Psychographic and Demographic 
Profiles of Niche Market Leisure Travelers. Cathy H.C. Hsu, Soo K Kang and Kara Wolfe)

Psychographics
Leisure tourists have interests in visiting outdoor recreational sites (camping, hiking, biking, wildlife 
watching, fishing, etc.), local fairs and festivals, art and cultural attractions, pioneer and frontier history 
sites cowboy and old West attractions, visiting agricultural sites, playing golf and hunting. According 
to the Cultural Heritage Tourism 2012 Fact Sheet, 78 percent of all U.S. leisure travelers participate 
in cultural and/or heritage activities while traveling that translated to 118.3 million adults per year. 
Cultural and heritage tourists spend, on average, $994 per trip. (Cultural Heritage Tourism 2012 Fact 
Sheet)

Rationale
Leisure tourists are a primary public. We want to attract them because Greensburg has several 
museums and is near the Kiowa State Fishing Lake, which can all be attractive to cultural heritage 
tourists.

Strategic Messages
Historical tourists, you should visit Greensburg because Greensburg is a historical community with a 
unique past.

Tourists interested in architecture, you should visit Greensburg’s LEED certified buildings because you 
can experience the advanced sustainable construction.

Tourists, you should visit Greensburg’s Big Well Museum because it offers an interactive opportunity 
to learn about Greensburg’s history and tour the world’s largest hand-dug well.

Target Audiences
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7. Agricultural Tourists [Primary]

Demographics
The Baby Boomer population is expected to influence the face of the agritourism industry. Children 
of Baby Boomers are known as “Echo Boomers,” and will have an impact on the way people do 
business (Virginia Cooperative Extension). Echo Boomers invest their money earlier than their 
parents, so Echo Boomers will be wealthier. Agritourists range from the Baby Boomer generation to 
their children, the Echo Boomers. The total population for agritourism will increase by 50 million to 
334 million or more, a 25 percent increase, by 2025 (Nissenson).

Psychographics
Echo Boomers are extremely knowledgeable about technology; therefore agritourism activities should 
be advertised on the Internet. Agritourists generally have a higher median income, allowing this group 
to spend more money on leisure activities. According to Virginia Cooperative Extension, middle class 
families with busy lifestyles who enjoy adventurous outdoor experiences should be a market to 
target for agritourism. “Or […] target upper class retirees who like tasting wine and prefer relaxing 
vacations” (Virginia Cooperative Extension).

Rationale
Agricultural tourists are a primary public for Greensburg because this public has disposable income to 
explore agritourism and brings business, tourists and economic development to the city. 

Strategic Message
Agricultural tourists, you should visit Greensburg it is located in a rural area and has implemented 
interesting sustainable practices.

8. Greensburg Political Figures [Intervening & Special]

Demographics
Greensburg’s city council, mayor and city boards and committees constitute the political figures of 
Greensburg. The political figures generally reflect the demographics of Greensburg. Most are white, 
middle-aged or older residents of Kiowa County.

Psychographics
Those who run for city positions have a strong interest and investment in the local community. 
Political figures have a thorough knowledge of local government and regulations because of their 
positions. Because Greensburg is a small community, political figures are well known and visible in the 
community. They often hold strong opinions and the capability to make decisions. They understand the 
will of the residents because of their position. Because the citizens of Greensburg elect the political 
figures, they reflect the will of Greensburg’s citizens.

Target Audiences
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Rationale
Greensburg’s political figures are an intervening and special public. Citizens have confidence in their 
leaders and look to them for knowledge of issues relevant to the community, by targeting them it will 
create a stronger trust in the messages suggested by this plan. The backing of these political figures is 
vital to the plan’s success because they are trusted members of society.

Strategic Message
Greensburg political figures, you should support economic development and tourism growth by 
informing your constituents about their benefits.

9. Kansas Political Figures [Intervening & Special]

Demographics 
Kansas political figures are primarily Caucasian males. Both of Kansas’ senators are middle-aged or 
older males. Five of Kansas’s six representatives are also Caucasian males. One Kansas representative 
is a middle-aged female.

Psychographics
Political figures in Kansas are mostly conservative republicans. They are devoted to their state and 
highly involved and concerned with matters of Kansas and its towns.

Rationale
Kansas political figures are an intervening and a special public. Marketing to this public is vital for 
Greensburg’s economic development. Obtaining the support of Kansas political figures will help 
increase Greensburg’s economic development and advancement. 

Strategic Message
Kansas political figures, you should support economic development in Greensburg because its growth 
positively effects the entire state. 

10. Owners of Businesses Specializing in Sustainability [Primary]

Demographics
Company owners will vary significantly depending on each business. Those who own large companies 
generally fall in the upper income bracket, while those who own small start-up businesses generally 
have a more modest income.

Psychographics
These owners care about their companies’ impact on the environment. At the same time, the bottom 
line holds great significance to them. According to the Partnership for Sustainable Communities 
through the U.S. government, rural communities constitute a growing trend in sustainability. Those 
concerned about the environment and sustainability generally lean toward the left politically, according 
to Gallup.

Target Audiences
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Rationale
Owners of businesses specializing in sustainability are a primary audience. Bringing a sustainable 
business to Greensburg would help the economic development of the town by providing jobs and 
revenue. Targeting sustainable businesses would also help maintain and strengthen Greensburg’s 
identity as a green community.

Strategic Messages
Companies interested in sustainability, you should build a location in Greensburg because the 
environmentally sustainable buildings will save you money on utility and production costs.

Green companies, you should build a location in Greensburg because it will strengthen you 
sustainable identity.

Large companies, you should build a location in Greensburg because the available business park offers 
space for your company. 

Small and start-up companies, you should open a location in the business incubator because it 
provides available space for your business to grow.

11. Nearby Contractors/Builders [Primary]

Demographics
According to the Kansas Building Industry Association (KBIA), builders who belong to KBIA alone 
account for “100,000 jobs and $1.8 billion of the Kansas economy.”  They are business owners whose 
income is generated from home sales and developing properties in the state of Kansas.  

Psychographics
Builders are concerned with cost and having a market that produces quality products across the 
board (KCHBA.org). Focused on preserving the American dream of homeownership, builders and 
contractors have a vested interest in stabilizing the economy through generating more homeowners 
(KCHBA.org). Because of this focus, they are cost and quality conscious. 

Rationale
Nearby contractors and builders are a primary public.  This public is important to target for their 
ability to create housing and jobs in the Greensburg community.  Not only would they create a larger 
variety and amount of homes, they would create jobs by hiring Greensburg residents as construction, 
advertising and development staff.  

Strategic Messages
Housing developers, you should build homes in Greensburg because it offers tax incentives and a high 
demand for housing.

Housing and business developers, you should develop in Greensburg because the available tax 
incentives will save you money.

Target Audiences
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12. Local Media [Intervening & Special]

Demographics
The Kiowa County Signal is Greensburg’s newspaper, a general interest paper printed in English. Kiowa 
County also has web and print news called The Kiowa News, printed weekly on Wednesdays with a 
web edition available daily. Sister publications of Kiowa County include: Dodge City Daily, Globe, The 
Pratt Tribune, The St. John News, and Wellington Daily News. Following the 2007 tornado, Greensburg 
has developed a Media Center, which includes an HD Television studio, a sound studio, conference 
room, a TV Conference room, a radio studio and editing offices. The circulation in 2011 of the Dodge 
City Daily Globe was 9,700, The Pratt Tribune had a circulation of 2,000 in 2011 and the Wellington 
Daily News had a circulation of 2,100 in 2011 (“Circulation of Daily Newspapers in Kansas 2007, 
2008, 2009”).

Psychographics
The media in Greensburg and the surrounding towns inform the public of news and events. The 
targeted consumers of media for Greensburg are middle class families who spend time reading 
agricultural magazines, watch evening news and soap operas.

Rationale
The media are an intervening and special public. Ever Green Consulting suggests targeting 
surrounding newspaper and news stations because it can draw attention to Greensburg and increase 
local tourism. 

Strategic Message
Local media, you should cover events and progress in Greensburg because it is of interest to your 
readers.

13. Major regional media [Intervening & Special]

Demographics
Major regional media include media outlets within about 250 miles. This area includes Wichita, Salina 
and Manhattan in Kansas, Tulsa and Oklahoma City, Okla., Lincoln, Neb., and Kansas City, Mo. These 
media outlets include major newspapers, radio stations, TV stations and local magazines. These outlets 
target those living in urban and suburban areas of Kansas and the surrounding states.

Psychographics
The media in these larger regional cities inform the public of news and events. These outlets want to 
keep their readers, listeners and watchers informed and entertained with relevant and current news.

Rationale
Major regional media are an intervening and special public. Ever Green Consulting suggests targeting 
major regional media because it can draw attention to Greensburg and increase local tourism. 

Target Audiences
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Strategic Message
Regional media, you should cover Greensburg events and progress because it is of interest to your 
readers and viewers.

14. Specialized media [Intervening & Special]

Demographics
Specialized media include magazines and websites for historical tourists, environmentalists, weather 
enthusiasts and day-trippers. These specialized media focus on a specific segment and come out on a 
less frequent basis than daily newspapers. 

Psychographics
These media focus on the specialized interests of their readers. Similar to less targeted media, this 
public wants to inform its consumers about relevant and current information. These media include 
more feature or “human interest” stories rather than straight news stories.

Rationale
Specialized media are an intervening and special public. Ever Green Consulting suggests targeting 
major regional media because it can draw attention to Greensburg and increase local tourism. 

Strategic Message
“Mommy Blogs,” you should post about Greensburg because your audience cares about family 
friendly communities.

15. Day-trippers [Primary]

Demographics
Ever Green Consulting will target middle-age families with or without children who are interested in 
visiting destinations for less than 24 hours.

Psychographics
Day-trippers are people or families who travel to a destination for less than 24 hours. These travelers 
spend one day touring the attractions or entertainment options of one destination. Ever Green 
Consulting thinks day-trippers enjoy one-day activities that involve multiple things to do. 

Rationale
Day-trippers are a primary public. Greensburg can benefit greatly from the visiting day-trippers. 
Successful direct marketing to day-trippers will impact the success of the City of Greensburg 
Convention & Tourism Bureau.

Strategic Message
Day-trippers, you should visit Greensburg because you will feel welcomed by the community.

Target Audiences
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16. Environmentally compatible manufacturing/distribution companies [Primary]

Demographics
Company owners will vary significantly depending on each business. Those who own large companies 
will generally fall in the upper income bracket, while those who own small businesses will generally 
have a more modest income.

Psychographics
These companies will be concerned with the bottom line and their reputation.

Rationale
Manufacturing and Distribution Companies are a primary public. We want to target this group 
because it has the potential to open or build new businesses in Greensburg and create new jobs. 

Strategic Message
Environmentally compatible manufacturing and distribution companies, you should open or build new 
business in Greensburg because it advances your company and creates jobs.

17. Ecotourists [Primary]

Demographics
According to the report on ecotourism by the United Nations Environment Programme, ecotourists 
are 35 to 54 years old, although age varies depending on the activity and cost factors. Half are male 
and half are female. Eighty-two percent of ecotourists are college graduates, constituting a very well 
educated population.

Psychographics
Ecotourists’ greatest concern lies in their impact on the world. They have a thorough knowledge of 
the current issues regarding the environment. They rely on expert advice and recommendations to 
ensure their choices do not have a negative impact on the environment. They look to green blogs 
for information on travel and expect green businesses to provide plentiful information about green 
policies online and on-site. Although they want a green experience, they also expect excitement, 
value and entertainment from their vacations. According the United Nations report, 60 percent of 
ecotourists prefer to travel as a couple, while only 15 percent prefer to travel with their family and 13 
percent prefer to travel alone. Most ecotourists preferred trips lasting eight to 14 days. According to 
the report, their top motivations for taking trips are to enjoy nature and to have new experiences and 
see new places.

Target Audiences
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Rationale
Ecotourists are a primary audience. Their commitment to environmentalism makes them a prime 
group to target for Greensburg because of its green identity. Ecotourists are willing to pay for a truly 
green experience, so by informing them about the environmental practices in the city of Greensburg, 
they would be willing to spend their money in the city. As a technologically connected audience, 
marketing to ecotourists could create a network of information and endorsements for traveling to 
Greensburg. Drawing ecotourists to Greensburg will help stimulate the economy through the money 
spent while on their trips, such as for food, entertainment, attractions and lodging.

Strategic Message
Ecotourists, you should visit Greensburg because you can experience first-hand the large-scale effects 
of a community dedicated to sustainability.

18. Kansas Chamber of Commerce [Intervening & Special]

Demographics
The Kansas Department of Commerce’s Board of Directors is composed of 55 Kansas residents. 
Eighty-four percent of the members are men and 16 percent are women. All of the members 
are owners or employees of businesses that have offices in Kansas. The Kansas Department of 
Commerce’s Team is composed of three women and six men
(Kansas Chamber of Commerce Website). 

Psychographics
The Kansas Department of Commerce attracts Kansas residents who care about economics, growth, 
and the wellbeing of Kansas residents and businesses.

Rationale
Greensburg should target the Kansas Department of Commerce because its employees are 
influencers and can promote Greensburg to businesses and business owners across the state of 
Kansas.

Strategic Message
Kansas Chamber of Commerce, you should encourage Greensburg business to your members 
because it advances the state’s economy.

19. Entrepreneurs/Start-Up Companies [Primary]

Demographics
Entrepreneurs consist of 62 percent males and 38 percent females.  The majority of entrepreneurs 
are between the ages of 20 to 34 at 29 percent, followed closely by ages 35 to 44 at 28 percent.  In 
2011, 60 percent of entrepreneurs were white, followed by 23 percent being Latino.  Most have some 
college (28 percent), or are college graduates (29 percent).  In Kansas, there are roughly 101 to 200 
entrepreneurs per 100,000 Kansas residents.  In 2011, 543,000 new businesses were formed every 
month, making them a vital part of the US economy.  They are job creators and generate income 
for their cities (“Who’s an Entrepreneur Now?”).  In a 2009 study of Kansas City entrepreneurs, it 
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was reported that 90 percent of entrepreneurs came from middle to high-income families. Seventy 
percent are married, and 60 percent have at least one child (“Typical Company Founders Are Married 
with Children and Well-Educated; Strive to Rise Above their Lower-, Middle-Class Heritage”).  

Psychographics
Entrepreneurs are risk takers and highly concerned with success of their companies.   They feel 
previous experience is critical, with 58 percent of entrepreneurs saying it is the most important 
factor when building a new company. They are social and feel that creating connections is vital to 
achieving their goals. Thirteen percent say it is the “most important” factor when building a business. 
Entrepreneurs are also highly focused on learning from past failures and successes. Many believe good 
luck plays a role in their ability to succeed (“Who’s an Entrepreneur Now?”). The largest motivating 
factor for success in business is “building wealth,” meaning they’re financially focused individuals 
(“Typical Company Founders Are Married with Children and Well-Educated; Strive to Rise Above 
their Lower-, Middle-Class Heritage”).

Rationale
Entrepreneurs are a primary public. They can take advantage of the business incubator in Greensburg 
to build their businesses and create jobs in the town. Not only would bringing entrepreneurs into 
Greensburg potentially create more jobs, it would help increase exports of goods or services out 
of Greensburg and generate money coming into Greensburg. This would attract a larger population 
given more opportunities for employment and build the overall economy of Greensburg. These 
individuals would also be able to afford building new homes in Greensburg, supporting the housing 
industry.

Strategic Message
Entrepreneurs and start-up companies, you should use the business incubator to expand your 
business and create jobs.

20. University Students [Primary]

Demographics
Greensburg should target men and women university students in Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, 
Nebraska, Colorado, Iowa, Texas, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, ages 18 to 24. All of these 
students have at least a high school education and most come from mainly middle to upper class 
families. However due to the increasingly diverse college population, Greensburg should target 
students of all income levels and cultural backgrounds (Seurkamp.)

Psychographics
According to Business.com more than 15 million college students spend more than $200 billion 
annually. Many students have flexibility and breaks in their schedules compared to young professionals 
who work a 9 to 5 job. Due to the competitive job market, students may be interested in 
volunteering or service learning programs to enhance their résumés. 

Target Audiences
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Rationale
University students are a primary public. These students are an ideal public because Greensburg still 
needs volunteers and is planning a volunteer spring break program. Most spring breaks last for one 
week, allotting university students ample free time. This public should be informed of their volunteer 
options with Greensburg and possible service learning certification and university credit.

 Strategic Message
Recent college graduates, you should move to Greensburg because it is located in a Rural 
Opportunity zone offering tax waivers and loan repayments. 

Target Audiences
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SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis is an evaluation method used to identify and analyze the current strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats of an organization. The grid provides a visual representation of the environment 
the organization is currently operating. Strengths consist of favorable factors over which an organization 
has control, and opportunities consist of positive factors over which an organization does not have control 
but could take advantage of. Strengths and opportunities offer areas that can be continued or pursued in 
a strategic plan. Weaknesses consist of negative factors present inside an organization, while threats consist 
of negative factors that pose a potential risk to an organization’s success.  These factors present areas that 
should be addressed or mitigated in a strategic plan.

SWOT
Analysis
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Strengths:

Well-executed long-term recovery plan after tornado: Greensburg created a recovery plan 
within 24 hours after the tornado.

LEED Platinum buildings: Greensburg has the most LEED certified buildings per capita in the United 
States.

Green identity: Greensburg is branded as a green, sustainable community.

The Big Well Museum: The newly renovated museum and visitors center was completed in spring 
2012.

New incubator for businesses: Greensburg built a business incubator to attract new business to 
build or relocate to Greensburg.

The Kiowa County Media Center: The media center has an HD television studio and TV 
conference room, sound and radio studios, conference rooms, editing rooms and offices. Its mission is to 
promote and foster education and training related to environmental preservation, community journalism, 
media, and the visual and creative arts.

Sustainable architecture for longevity: A majority of houses and buildings rebuilt after the 
tornado were built to be sustainable and energy-efficient.  

Location of Greensburg by a busy highway and railroad: US Hwy54/400 and the railroad 
run through Greensburg.

Strong school system with state-of-the-art technology: A new 131,944-square-foot LEED 
Platinum certified K-12 facility was built for a combination of Greensburg and three rural community school 
districts

Modern, renovated hospital: The new LEED Platinum certified Kiowa County Memorial Hospital is 
projected to achieve more than 40% energy savings thanks to it’s on-site wind turbine.

Arts Center available for community enrichment: The LEED Platinum certified 5.4.7 Arts 
Center is a non-profit organization dedicated to raising awareness of both visual and performing arts.

Presence on social media: Greensburg is active on Facebook and Twitter.

Best example of a small town rebuilding itself after a natural disaster: Greensburg has 
truly branded itself as a green community through its initiatives to rebuild as sustainably as possible to help 
with energy efficiency.

SWOT Analysis
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A plethora of national attention after the tornado: National and regional media covered 
Greensburg after the tornado in May 2007.

Community engaged in continued growth and rebuilding: There is a strong sense of 
determination in many Greensburg citizens that want to make sure their community is rebuilt to be sustainable 
for future generations.

Positive outlook of community for the future of Greensburg: Greensburg citizens have a 
strong work-ethic and positive attitude towards rebuilding

Wind turbines providing energy to the city: Greensburg installed a 12.5 MW Wind Farm that 
helps provide energy to the city.

Strong community involvement in future plans of Greensburg: Many citizens are engaged 
and dedicated to planning for Greensburg’s green future.

County-wide wireless Internet access:  There is wireless Internet throughout the entire county. 
 

Weaknesses:

Initial 50 percent population drop after 2007 tornado: Greensburg residents moved to 
nearby towns after the tornado destroyed their homes. Most of these residents never moved back to 
Greensburg.

Lack of available, affordable and variety of housing: Greensburg lacks sufficient available 
housing. The available housing is not affordable for most people wanting to live in Greensburg. Greensburg 
also lacks variety of housing such as apartments, town homes, villas and houses.

Lack of entertainment and dining options: With only three dining options, Greensburg lacks 
variety and quantity of available restaurants for residents, visitors and tourists. Greensburg also lacks 
entertainment options such as move theaters, bars and music venues. 

Lack of lodging options: Greensburg’s two hotels lack sufficient space for potential tourists, forcing 
them to stay in nearby towns. 

Not enough businesses: The low number of businesses in Greensburg creates a low number of jobs. 
Greensburg’s business park remains almost empty. 

No nationally known retail or restaurant businesses: Visitors and tourists enjoy some 
recognizable places to shop and eat such as Walgreens and Applebee’s. Greensburg lacks these popular 
options.

The rebuilding of Greensburg is still in progress: The rebuilding and advancement of 
Greensburg will take place over a long period of time. 

Perceived lack of signage: Greensburg lacks signage on the town’s borders and near Highway 54-
400 to attract visitors. 

Confusion of navigation within Greensburg for tourists and visitors: Greensburg lacks 
available information for tourists and visitors within the town. Tourists and visitors need this information to 
guide them around Greensburg and learn about the attractions available to them.

Remaining damage and debris from tornado: Even five years after the tornado, Greensburg is 
still clearing debris from the town.

Attracting and retaining young people: Although its population is primarily younger than it was 
before the tornado, Greensburg struggles to convince younger families to move to Greensburg.

Not using social media to its full potential: Although Greensburg has a Facebook page and 
Twitter account, it could use other social media and could use its current social media networks more 

SWOT Analysis SWOT Analysis
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efficiently and effectively.

Primarily categorized as a “destroyed town”: After the tornado most of America 
knew Greensburg only as a city destroyed by a natural disaster. This negative connotation 
could deter people from moving to or visiting Greensburg. 

Lack of job openings: Few, if any, companies currently provide job opportunities. Any company without 
job openings will struggle to attract new residents.

Lack of exported products and services: Greensburg does not export many products or services 
to other communities. Exporting constitutes a valuable pillar in economic strength, which Greenburg does 
not have.

Misunderstanding of “green”: Some people may not understand what the meaning of “green.” This 
misunderstanding could lead people to think green policies institute harmful restrictions or that being green is 
politically charged.

Tension between Greensburg and its neighboring towns: Some neighboring towns, such as 
Dodge City and Pratt, are jealous of the national attention Greensburg received after the tornado in 2007.

Opportunities:

Winds powering wind turbines: The city and businesses could utilize consistent and virtually 
constant winds to provide renewable, sustainable energy 

Room for expansion and development: The business park, business incubator and empty land 
space available to attract businesses to Greensburg will increase the city’s economic development

Business park: The business park can be used to attract new businesses and increase the influx of new 
residents to Greensburg, creating a bigger population 

Affordable monthly bills because of sustainable building: Sustainable buildings decrease the 
monthly bills for residents, which can attract new residents and appeal to those with lower incomes

Service learning program for university students: Greensburg GreenTown is developing a 
service learning program for surrounding university students to volunteer in Greensburg; attracting attention 
and the importance of volunteerism to students

An alternative spring break for students: University students would have the opportunity to 
spend a week in Greensburg volunteering and would help Greensburg recover from the 2007 tornado 
while attracting a younger population to the town

More sustainable buildings and housing: Creating more sustainable living in Greensburg can 
attract more homeowners, businesses and environmentalists

Construction of an airport: An airport near Greensburg increases tourism and employment 
opportunities for residents

A new sustainable restaurant: Mr. and Mrs. Eller, residents of Greensburg, plan to build a sustainable 
restaurant in Greensburg and could create employment opportunities and entertainment for tourists

Government incentives for building ‘green:’ Many government organizations offer tax breaks or 
other incentives for building ‘green’ and can attract homeowners and new businesses 

Increasing interest in ecotourism: A trend in being ‘green’ and building sustainable in the U.S. is 
possible for new residents to move to Greensburg, since the city is the leading example of sustainability

Available land for agriculture development: The availability of land in Greensburg creates an 
opportunity for agricultural business to move to the city, implementing new jobs

Presence and growth in social media: It is important for rural communities to engage in all social 
media such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn. Presence in these medias can inform residents, 

SWOT Analysis SWOT Analysis
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potential travelers and businesses of events, specials and create a relationship with followers

Drawing population through Kansas Rural Opportunity Zone (ROZ) program: 
Participants of the ROZ program can receive up to $15,000 to pay outstanding student loans within the 
specified years

Possible celebrity endorsements: Celebrities who support environmentalism could promote 
Greensburg as a model of a ‘green’ city

Ruralsourcing of businesses: A growing trend moving from outsourcing to ruralsourcing can attract 
new businesses and increase job opportunities and new residents 

Teach people about the meaning of “green” and “sustainable:” Greensburg is the 
example of sustainability and the city can create events to promote environmentalism, attracting outside 
communities to come to Greensburg 

Attractions for specific tourism groups: Greensburg has several factors that appeal to specific 
tourism groups. Its green identity could draw ecotourists. Several historical sites, such as the Big Well and 
the Kiowa County Historical Museum, could appeal to historical tourists. Finally, Greensburg could market to 
disaster and weather tourists who have an interest in the tornado and its effects.

Threats:

Surrounding cities incorporating sustainable living: If surrounding cities, such as Pratt or 
Dodge City, Kan., branded themselves as green that could draw ecotourists or environmentally friendly 
businesses to those cities instead.

Surrounding cities drawing away population from Greensburg: If nearby cities had 
available jobs or housing, people could be persuaded to move to those cities rather than Greensburg.

Urban cities offer more job opportunities: Urban cities often offer more job opportunities 
because they have more businesses and a larger population, so those searching for jobs might be more 
likely to move to urban cities.

Losing small town values and personality: Citizens of Greensburg who participated in the 
focus groups, stressed the importance of keeping the town’s personality and values of a small town.

Population growing too fast: Greensburg focus group participants said they do not want the 
population to grow too fast because they want to remain a small town.

Possibility of another natural disaster: The fear of another tornado hitting the town could 
deter new residents from moving to Greensburg.

Negative attitude towards “green” identity: Some people consider environmentalism to 
be a political issue or associate it with imposed restrictions, which could cause negative attitudes toward 
Greensburg’s green identity.

Uncertainty from rebuilding: Rebuilding efforts continue in Greensburg to this day. The instability 
that accompanies rebuilding could deter people from living in Greensburg.

Retaining and attracting young people: If Greensburg does not appeal to the younger 
generations, it runs the risk of losing that vital demographic.

Regional jealousy: Many focus group participants said surrounding communities harbored jealousy 
because of the aid and attention Greensburg received following the tornado.

Regional competition: Many communities in western Kansas compete for population, jobs and 
economic investment, especially since the recession. These communities could draw population away 
from Greensburg.
 

SWOT Analysis SWOT Analysis
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Analysis:

This grid represents Ever Green Consulting’s analysis of the immense progress achieved by Greensburg 
after the tornado. The grid also presents the remaining development and growth Greensburg should strive 
to achieve in order to encourage tourism and economic development. With the established framework for 
continued growth, such as the business incubator and the community’s green identity, Greensburg established 
a vital foundation for continued success. 

Greensburg’s environmental identity provides a significant draw for tourists, especially when considering the 
national growth in popularity of ecotourism. The community lacks necessary amenities to support and sustain 
tourism, such as restaurants, entertainment options and available lodging. Despite the shortage of basic 
tourism services, Greensburg possesses the capacity to develop these resources.

The disaster undeniably impacted the economic development of Greensburg, however it provided unique 
opportunities. The fear of the financial investment associated with rebuilding the houses, public facilities 
and businesses destroyed by the tornado caused many residents to leave Greensburg, resulting in the 
substantial drop in population. The business incubator, the business park and the available land provide strong 
incentives for businesses to flourish in Greensburg. The concern of regional jealousy between Greensburg 
and its neighboring towns offers an opportunity to enhance cooperation and ultimately improve economic 
development and tourism. Mending this relationship by eliminating regional jealousy can turn residents of 
neighboring towns into potential tourists. Although the emphasis on sustainability may appear as a barrier 
to some economic investment, it provides the invaluable opportunity to draw likeminded and innovative 
businesses and organizations to continue Greensburg’s remarkable growth.

Strategic
Plan

SWOT Analysis
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Goal 1 – To increase Greensburg’s population

 Objective 1 – Improve website to attract new residents

  Tactic 1 – Redesign website to improve navigability

Brief description: Redesign website to aid residents and potential residents in finding 
relevant information. Redesign will be clean and modern, reflecting Greensburg’s brand. 
It will include a section on housing for potential residents.

Timetable: January 2014

Targeted publics: Residents and potential residents looking for information on 
Greensburg

Cost: Small firm full design $2,000 (http://www.designquote.net)

  Tactic 2 – Create tab for sharing community success

Brief description: Create a forum page where community members can post about 
successes. Examples could include hiring new employees, welcoming a new neighbor, 
instituting a green initiative or implementing part of the ambassadorship program. This 
will help foster a sense of accomplishment and success in the community.

Timetable: Follow timetable of website redesign

Targeted publics: Community members proud of their success and potential residents 
looking for a sense of community in their new home

Cost: Included in cost of website redesign

  Tactic 3 – Create page dedicated to housing

Brief description: Create page dedicated to housing and related issues. This page will 
include information generated from Objective 2, Tactics 1 and 2. Creating one place to 
find housing information will help potential residents and developers understand the 
benefits and options specific to Greensburg. 

Timetable: Follow timetable of website redesign

Targeted publics: Potential residents, potential housing developers

Cost: Included in cost of website redesign

Strategic Plan
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 Tactic 4 – Update and add content to all pages

Brief description: Review each page of website to ensure information is up-to-date, 
accurate and reflects Greensburg’s brand. Content will be visually appealing, clean and 
well organized.

Timetable: Follow timetable of website redesign

Targeted publics: Residents, tourists, business leaders and potential residents

Cost: Included in cost of website redesign

Objective 2 – Increase available housing options

Tactic 1 – Create list of available tax incentives and government programs for building housing 
in Greensburg

   
Brief description: Compose a list of all tax incentives available to housing developers 
considering building in Greensburg. Informing local contractors and builders of the 
benefits of building in Greensburg can entice them to start building. Local contractors 
and builders should be notified of the tax credit opportunities involved with the 45L 
tax credit. The 45L tax credit is available to eligible contractors for new construction 
or substantial renovation. 

Timetable: March 2013

Targeted publics: Local contractors and builders

Cost: Free to compose

Strategic Plan
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  Tactic 2 – Send marketing materials to housing developers 

Brief description: Promoting Greensburg’s sustainable focus, the available land and 
population to developers will make the city an appealing location to build. Including 
tax incentives, the benefits of a sustainable home to their buyers, the affordability of 
land and statistics on the need for housing will be the selling points of these marketing 
materials. These materials will include an email blast, a mailing package with the tax 
incentives list and marketing information about Greensburg, contact information for 
city officials and an offer to visit Greensburg.

Timetable: March 2013

Targeted publics: Local contractors and builders

Cost: Printed products, plus envelope and postage = $6 per packet.  10 packets will be 
sent.  Total cost = $60 (www.staples.com, www.usps.com)

Objective 3 – Attract young families with like-minded values consistent with Greensburg’s population

Tactic 1 – Update Greensburg’s Wikipedia page

Brief description: Update the Wikipedia page to reflect current status. The page 
contains outdated information, such as stating that the Big Well Museum remains 
closed. The page also focuses primarily on the tornado, rather than the city and its 
attractions. Updating the page to include more on the green initiative, the rebuilding 
successes and new attractions would more accurately reflect the city’s current 
situation, making it more attractive to new residents.

Timetable: Start immediately

Targeted publics: Young families in their twenties and thirties, anyone who searches 
Greensburg on Google

Cost: Free

Strategic Plan
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Tactic 2 – Mail letters to senior students of public universities in Kansas on the ROZ program

Brief description: The Rural Opportunity Zones program offers new full-time Kansas 
residents income tax waivers for up to five years and/or student loan repayments up 
to $15,000. Sending letters to these graduating students will make them aware of the 
program and its benefits as they look for jobs and a place to live.

Timetable: January 2013

Targeted publics: Students who have student loans or young professionals who would 
benefit from tax waivers

Cost: Printed letter, plus envelope and postage = $.62 per letter.  1000 letters will be 
sent.  Total Cost = $620 (www.staples.com, www.usps.com) 

Tactic 3 – Send pitch emails to Kansas-based ‘mommy blogs’

Brief description: Social media coordinator for Greensburg will send a pitch email to 
different mommy bloggers based in Kansas (http://www.mom2momkc.com, http://
mamadweeb.com, etc.) in order for them to consider writing a post about Greensburg 
or an event in Greensburg that would be relevant to the blog’s audience.

Timetable: Start immediately

Targeted publics: mommy bloggers, audiences of mommy blogs

Cost: Free 

Tactic 4 – Weekly posts about incentives to move to Greensburg on Twitter and Facebook 

Brief description: Social media coordinator will make weekly posts highlighting positive 
aspects of Greensburg, which can include, but not limited to, interviews with citizens 
about what they like about Greensburg, reviews of local businesses, pictures, video 
clips, etc. 

Timetable: Start immediately

Targeted publics: Greensburg citizens, fans of Greensburg’s Facebook page and 
followers of Greensburg’s Twitter

Cost: Free

Strategic Plan
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Tactic 5 – Advertise on rent.com 

Brief description: Web listings for available rentals will be produced with attractive 
pictures of Greensburg to be placed on rent.com.

Timetable: January 2013

Targeted publics: People using the Internet to look for housing, rent.com users

Cost: $49 per listing, two listings per month for 12 months totaling $1,176 (http://
www.rent.com/)

Tactic 6 – Advertise on ‘green’ or environmentally friendly websites

Brief description: Produce web advertisements that highlight the “green-ness” and 
sustainability of Greensburg. The web advertisements will be used on websites like 
ecohomemagazine.com, thedailygreen.com or motherearthnews.com.

Timetable: Start immediately, run ads on the website from January 2013 to TBD 

Targeted publics: Environmentally conscious Internet users

Cost: $300 per month for six months in primary budget. Total cost for six month 
term = $1,800. An additional one year term will be available in the expansion budget 
totaling $3,600 

Tactic 7 – Send digital media kit to environmental bloggers

Brief description: Create a digital media kit focusing on the environmental efforts and 
identity of Greensburg. The media kit will include a fact sheet on the environmental 
aspects of Greensburg, information on Greensburg Greentown, upcoming sustainability 
or environmental events and new initiatives or programs.

Timetable: Begin March 2013, send out with new or significant developments in 
sustainability or environmental initiatives 

Targeted publics: Environmental bloggers, especially those focusing on the Midwest 
region

Cost: Free

Strategic Plan
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Tactic 8 – Host competition among Greensburg students to create a promotional video for 
the community

Brief description: Create a competition for the high school students to use the Media 
Center to interview and film Greensburg residents about what they love about 
Greensburg and what makes Greensburg home to them. The footage can be put 
on Greensburg’s website, YouTube, social media and television in the Kiowa County 
Commons building. Offer prize of $300 scholarship to first place, $150 to second 
place and $75 to third place.

Timetable: Spring semester of 2013 

Targeted publics: Those looking for information on Greensburg, Greensburg citizens

Cost: Prize budget of $525 

Objective 4 – Demonstrate the viability of Greensburg as an appealing location to housing developers

Tactic 1 – Create list of available tax incentives and government programs for building housing 
in Greensburg

See Goal 1, Objective 2, Tactic 1

Tactic 2 – Send marketing materials to large developers 

See Goal 1, Objective 2, Tactic 2 

Objective 5 –Increase the number of available restaurants and entertainment options in Greensburg

Tactic 1 – Encourage business owners in Greensburg to extend current business hours

Brief description: Regulating the business hours in Greensburg will ensure that 
Greensburg takes advantage of all of the businesses it has already. For example, The 
Green Bean Coffee Co. was closed on a Saturday afternoon when some of our 
colleagues visited. This hinders the success of tourism in Greensburg because tourists 
are less likely to stay for long periods of time if few dining establishments remain open 
during typical hours.  

Timetable: Start meeting with Greensburg business owners in March 2013

Targeted publics: Tourists, business owners

Cost: Free  

Strategic Plan
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  Tactic 2 – Explore restaurant options with Kiowa County Chamber of Commerce

Brief description: Discuss ideas with the Kiowa County Chamber of Commerce 
regarding the possibility of opening new restaurants in Greensburg. This discussion 
will explore whether Greensburg is ready and able to support a restaurant like 
McDonalds, the procedure of choosing a restaurant and research. 

Timetable: March 2013

Targeted publics: Tourists and Greensburg residents

Cost: Free

Objective 6 – Create more job opportunities in Greensburg

Tactic 1 – Create list of available tax incentives and government programs available for 
businesses that move to Greensburg

Brief description: Creating a list of tax incentives and government programs available 
for businesses in Greensburg will help provide information for businesses looking for 
a location. It would focus on sustainable or green-specific incentives and those for 
rural communities. The list will be posted on the website under “Do Business with 
Greensburg.”

Timetable: March 2013

Targeted publics: Businesses looking to move to a community such as Greensburg -- 
sustainable businesses

Cost: Free

  Tactic 2 – Send digital media kits to regional business bloggers
   

Brief description: Create and send digital media kits to regional business bloggers 
regarding the opportunities available in Greensburg. The kit will include the list in the 
above tactic, information on recent developments in business activity and quotes from 
city officials regarding the business atmosphere in Greensburg.

Timetable: Begin March 2013, send out with significant developments in business 
environment

Targeted publics: Regional business bloggers

Cost: Free

Strategic Plan
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Tactic 3 – Update Economic Development section of website
 

Brief description: Update the current Economic Development page of Greensburg’s 
website to include updated information regarding current and future economic 
development plans. The section will also include an updated list of incentives and 
programs available for businesses in Greensburg.

 
 Timetable: January 2014

 Targeted publics: Current and potential business owners in Greensburg

 Cost: Included in cost of website redesign

Objective 7 – Emphasize the qualities that differentiate Greensburg from surrounding or similar 
communities

 Tactic 1 – Radio ad
  

Brief description: A radio ad to broadcast Greensburg’s sustainability initiatives and why 
the town has formed plans toward a new future with new residents. The ad will be 
broadcasted to surrounding communities such as Pratt, Salina, Dodge City and Garden 
City as well as regional communities. The radio ad will persuade potential residents to 
visit Greensburg and consider it a place to raise a family. 

Timetable: Produce immediately and broadcast on surrounding radio stations January 
to TBD 

Targeted publics: Kansas residents, radio listeners and young families 

Cost: 
· Pratt – KMMM-AM (:30 spot, 3 times daily, 5 days a week, 8 week run) $2,480. 
· Dodge City/Garden City - KERP-FM (:30 spot, 3 times daily, 5 days a week, 8 

week run) $2,920.  
· Salina - KDJM-FM (:30 spot, 3 times daily, 5 days a week, 8 week run) $3,040.

Tactic 2 – Host competition among Greensburg students to create a promotional video for 
the community

 See Goal 1, Objective 3, Tactic 8

Strategic Plan
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  Tactic 3 – Create a hash tag campaign for Twitter 

Brief description: Twitter followers will use the following hash tags to promote 
Greensburg as a potential home for new residents: #GreensburgGreenTown, 
#GoGreensburg, #BeGreen, #ThinkGreensburg, and #ForeverGreensburg. These hash 
tags will navigate followers to the Greensburg and Facebook pages. A representative 
from Greensburg will monitor tweets and post weekly using the above hash tags. 

Timetable: Immediately, representative will post at least once a day or weekly 

Targeted publics: Current Twitter followers, potential Twitter followers, potential new 
residents and a younger population ages 22 to 34

Cost: Free 

  Tactic 4 – Create print ad to place in Kansas! magazine 

Brief description: Place a print ad in Kansas! magazine to engage readers to visit and 
move to Greensburg. The ad will communicate Greensburg as the future of small-
town living and a bright future for families and young couples. 

Timetable: Spring and winter 2013

Targeted publics: Consumers who live, shop and visit Kansas

Cost: One issue per quarter, full page, color advertisement $3,000.  Two issues will be 
utilized.  Total cost: $6,000 (www.mediabids.com)

Strategic Plan
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Objective 8 – Develop community ambassadorship program

Tactic 1 – Meet with the mayor, city council president and representatives of city boards and 
committees to develop community ambassadorship program

Brief description: Meet with Mayor Bob Dixson, Council President Mark Trummel and 
representatives of Greensburg’s boards and committees to develop the community 
ambassadorship program. The program will include four sections, similar to the CART 
program of Joplin, Mo.: economic development, school and community facilities, 
housing and neighborhoods and infrastructure and environment.

Timetable: March 2013

Targeted publics: The mayor, city council president and representatives of city boards 
and committees

Cost: Free

Tactic 2 – Recruit members to the community ambassadorship program with fliers

Brief description: Fliers will introduce the basics of the community ambassadorship 
program to residents. The campaign will call for residents to attend an informational 
meeting and to visit the program’s website. Fliers will be delivered to each home.

Timetable: June 2013

Targeted publics: Current residents of Greensburg with a positive attitude toward the 
community

Cost: 250 full color fliers (single side): $134.99 (www.vistaprint.com)

Strategic Plan
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Tactic 3 –Develop page on Greensburg website dedicated to ambassadorship program

Brief description: The Greensburg city website will include a section on the 
ambassadorship program. It will showcase community unity as a benefit to living in 
Greensburg. It will include sections on economic development, school and community 
facilities, housing and neighborhoods and infrastructure and environment.

Timetable: June 2013

Targeted publics: Residents of Greensburg invested in the community as members 
of the community ambassadorship program or potential members and potential 
residents researching moving to Greensburg

Cost: Included in cost of website redesign

 Tactic 4 – Meet with community leaders to be advocates for the program

Brief description: Community ambassadorship board will meet with community 
leaders to advocate for the program. The informal meeting will present the basics 
of the program and its benefits to the community through increasing population, 
economic development and tourism.

Timetable: Summer 2013

Targeted publics: Local business owners, government officials, school officials and other 
identified local leaders

Cost: Free

Tactic 5 – Hold community informational meeting to introduce program to residents

Brief description: Hold an informational meeting to introduce community members 
to the ambassadorship program. It will include information on the four sections of the 
program and encourage residents to sign up to be ambassadors.

Timetable: Fall 2013

Targeted publics: Invested community members interested in bettering Greensburg

Cost: Free

Strategic Plan
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Tactic 6 – Contact local service industry business owners to provide information for their 
employees

Brief description: Service industry front-line employees are often the first encounter 
for visitors coming to town. Greensburg will provide business owners with information 
from the ambassadorship program for them to present to their employees. Basic 
information such as always staying positive, possible recommendations for destinations 
for visitors and basic information on the Greensburg Greentown and the rebuilding 
effort will be included.

Timetable: Fall 2013

Targeted publics: Local business owners or managers (whoever will give a short 
presentation to employees)

Cost: Free

Tactic 7 – Develop mobile app for community program

Brief description: Develop a mobile app for community members to refer to 
for information on the program. The app will include basic information for 
those participating in the program. Sections will include: About the Community 
Ambassadorship Program, About Greensburg Greentown, About the Rebuilding Effort, 
and Recommendations for Visitors. Visitors will not use this app; instead, it will provide 
information for ambassadors to provide to visitors. Use of the app will be a green 
alternative to printed handouts.

Timetable: Fall 2013

Targeted publics: Participants in the community ambassadorship program who have 
mobile web access on their cell phones

Cost: $250 per month to develop.  Two months of development.  Total Cost = $500 
(http://www.rarewire.com/rw/pricing) 
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Tactic 8 – Develop city-run community garden programs

Brief description: Greensburg will sponsor a garden in a central location in town. It 
will have designated plots that community members could sign up to tend, as well as 
communal sections open to everyone. It will foster a sense of community involvement 
and dedication as well as foster a connection to the environment.

Timetable: Open for planting by spring 2014

Targeted publics: Residents looking for community involvement and connection

Cost: Free through volunteer labor
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 Objective 9 – Improving city’s visual appearance 

Tactic 1 – Send informational packets about alternative spring break volunteer program to 
regional universities 

Brief description: Greensburg will launch an alternative spring break program in 
the upcoming spring semester. To increase awareness of this program, promotional 
materials will be sent to regional universities where students can learn about the 
programs. Targeting alternative spring break departments, student service organizations, 
Greek organizations and service learning departments on these campuses will increase 
the likelihood of these materials reaching students who would be interested in the 
program. Informational packets will include an email blast to these campuses along 
with mailed materials that will provide:

•	 Letter to students
•	 50 fliers to hang around campus
•	 100 business cards with contact information for the alternative spring breaks 

coordinator
•	 50 brochures to place in common areas
•	 50 magnets to place in common areas.  Magnets will feature the hash tag 

“#GreensburgAltBreaks”
•	 250 lanyards to give to prospective students included in primary budget with 

an additional 250 lanyards included in the expansion budget.

Timetable: January 2013

Targeted publics: Regional university students

Cost: 
•	 250 full color (front) fliers $134.99
•	 500 full color (front) recycled matte business cards $44.98
•	 250 full color brochures $129.99
•	 200 small magnets $59.98
•	 250 satin lanyards $310.00
•	 ADDITIONAL 250 satin lanyards $310.00
(www.vistaprint.com)
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Tactic 2 – Produce and run print ads in university newspapers about alternative break 
program

Brief description: Placing print ads in university newspapers will target the broader 
audience of university students who may not be aware of the alternative breaks 
option. The ad will vary in size due to changing advertising costs across universities. A 
base ad will be a ¼ page ad featuring the Greensburg logo, a brief description of the 
program, the cost, the hash tag “GreensburgAltBreaks” and a photo of Greensburg. It 
will direct students to the section of the website “Greensburg Alternative Breaks.”

Timetable: January 2013

Targeted publics: Regional university students

Cost: 
· The Collegian: 1,000 one-page (front/back) inserts $79
· The Sunflower: 5,000 one-page inserts $150
· University Daily Kansan: ½ page black and white $720
(The Collegian: advertising@kstatecollegian.com - Scotty Holm; The Sunflower: 
admanager.Sunflower@wichita.edu - Abby Anderson; University Daily Kansan: 
Caleigh Williams, UDK Ad Staff)

Tactic 3 – Create social media presence for alternative break program

Brief description: Creating a social media presence for the alternative breaks program 
will engage university students who frequently use the internet for establishing plans. 
Three venues will be utilized for this presence:

· A section of the Greensburg website, accessible via the tab “Greensburg 
Alternative Breaks.”

· A Twitter handle and hash tag that will be controlled by the alternative breaks 
coordinator. The handle will be listed as: @GBurgAltBreaks. The hash tag will 
be “#GreensburgAltBreaks”

· A Facebook.com organization page listed as “Greensburg Alternative Breaks”

Timetable: January 2013

Targeted publics: Regional university students

Cost: Free
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  Tactic 4 – Plan memorial tree planting project 

Brief description: Citizens may participate in a tree planting project to commemorate 
the lives lost during the May 2007 tornado, sponsored by the city. By planting a tree 
for every life lost during the tornado it will work to rebuild the tree population 
destroyed by the tornado, remember those lost and bring the community together in 
beautifying the city. Trees will be provided by the city and citizens may participate in 
selection of locations for the new trees across town by voting on locations selected 
by the city on the website prior to the project. If done during the alternative breaks 
program, students will participate in the planting of the trees and enjoy interaction 
with residents of Greensburg.

Timetable: February to March 2013

Targeted publics: Students participating in the alternative breaks program, Greensburg 
residents and visitors

Cost: 5.5 gallon Autumn Blaze Maple Tree - $10/each. 12 trees will be purchased.  Total 
cost = $120 (www.lowes.com)

  Tactic 4 – Develop community garden program

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 8. Students participating in the alternative spring break 
could help maintain community garden program.  

  Tactic 5 – Plan and build memorial community park 

Brief description: The city of Greensburg will plan and execute the creation of a 
Memorial Community Park that will add to the beauty of Greensburg. It will make 
the city more attractive to tourists and be a memorial to those lost in the May 2007 
tornado. This park will use land currently lying dormant and improve the city’s overall 
appearance. Students involved in the alternative breaks program will be utilized to 
create and maintain this park as part of their program. City officials and Greensburg 
citizens will determine the location for the park. 

Timetable: Spring 2014

Targeted publics: Greensburg residents and visitors

Cost: Park Amenities Picnic Tables - $210/each. 5 tables will be purchased, included in 
primary budget. Total cost for tables = $1,050.  An additional $1,300 for landscaping is 
available in the expansion budget. (http://www.mansionathletics.com)
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Goal 2 – To increase tourism in Greensburg

Objective 1 – Improve navigability of Greensburg for visitors
 
 Tactic 1 – Create new signage 

Brief description: Design and implement new signage for tourists and guests of 
Greensburg. Currently no signs direct travelers around the city, which can make 
touring Greensburg complicated. New signage will include a large standing display map 
on Main Street and directional signs for the cities popular locations.

Timetable: Create and install new signage beginning in February 2013

Targeted publics: Tourists, day-trippers, agritourists, historical tourists, new businesses 
and travelers from highway

Cost: 48”x72” aluminum sign - $339.00.  Four signs will be purchased.  Total cost = 
$1,356 (https://www.ezsignsonline.com)

 Tactic 2 – Develop interactive map of city on www.greensburgks.org 

Brief description: To improve navigability in Greensburg, an interactive map will be 
created on the City of Greensburg’s website. The map will allow visitors to scroll over 
businesses and the LEED platinum certified buildings to find more information. 

Timetable: April 2013

Targeted publics: Day-trippers, those who plan to stay overnight, agritourists, green 
tourists and potential businesses 

Cost: Included in cost of website redesign

  Tactic 3 – Contact Google with updated map information

Brief description: Google’s map information for Greensburg is outdated and therefore 
unreliable. Google will be contacted by phone or email to update the Greensburg 
map, making the results more reliable for Google users and Greensburg visitors.

Timetable: Immediately

Targeted publics: Google and Google users

Cost: Free to contact
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  Tactic 4 – Install community map on Main Street

Brief description: A large standing display map will allow visitors and community 
members to see where they are in relation to other buildings and streets in 
Greensburg. The map key will include the names of buildings and activities offered to 
visitors in each building.

Timetable: Immediately

Targeted publics: Tourists and visitors, day-trippers, visitors staying overnight, 
commuters, future businesses 

Cost: $1,169 (www.displays4sale.com)

  Tactic 5 – Create Foursquare presence 

Brief description: Users of Foursquare can see businesses and shopping available in 
Greensburg. Local businesses can offer discounts if users have a certain amount of 
“check-ins” in specific locations. Foursquare can also inform users of the history of 
buildings. 

Timetable: Begin in Spring 2013, dependent on individual businesses

Targeted publics: Young tourists, travelers, day-trippers, new businesses, local businesses, 
smartphone users and retailers and restaurants 

Cost: Free

  Tactic 6 – Create Instagram presence 

Brief description: Developing a presence on Instagram will benefit Greensburg due 
to Instagram’s growing popularity. An Instagram account for Greensburg will attract 
followers and can create sponsored hash tags for followers to share on their own 
social media accounts.

Timetable: Immediately 

Targeted publics: Tourists from surrounding region, Kansas residents, national tourists, 
travel magazines, Instagram users, smartphone users and local businesses

Cost: Free
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 Objective 2 – Encourage day-trippers to visit Greensburg

  Tactic 1 – Advertise on ‘mommy blogs’

Brief description: Place advertisements on ‘mommy blogs’, promoting Greensburg as 
a family-friendly weekend vacation spot. Emphasize day activities and the sustainable 
buildings. 

Timetable: As soon as possible

Targeted publics: Young mothers, young professionals and day-trippers

Cost: $20/month for a leaderboard advertisement. One-year term will be purchased.  
Total cost = $240 (http://www.mombloggersclub.com/page/advertising-rates-for-mom)  

Tactic 2 – Send digital news release to ‘mommy bloggers’

Brief description: Create a brief media kit to send to ‘mommy bloggers,’ focusing on 
upcoming family-friendly activities or events. The news release will include relevant, 
light-hearted and unique information to present the bloggers with fun fodder for their 
readers.

Timetable: Send prior to significant events

Targeted publics: ‘Mommy bloggers’

Cost: Free

  Tactic 3 – Place commercial on Wichita area TV stations through cable drop-ins

Brief description: A commercial to entice day-trippers to visit Greensburg because 
of the Big Well Museum, soda fountain and sustainable buildings. The commercial will 
inform viewers of an all-new town recovered from a tornado and how it represents 
the future of ‘green’ communities. 

Timetable: Pulse ads, spring and summer (1 month each in primary budget, an 
additional 1 month each in expansion budget)

Targeted publics: Regional day-trippers, ‘mommy’ bloggers and residents of Wichita and 
its suburbs. 

Cost: Two months of cable drop-in advertising with a quantity of four, :30 spots per day 
- $1,080.  An additional two months will be added in the expansion budget - $1,080 
(www.conwaycorp.com)
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  Tactic 4 – Create radio ad for regional radio stations 

Brief description: A brief radio ad for regional radio stations would promote 
Greensburg as an ideal day-trip location focusing on the Big Well Museum, soda 
fountain and sustainable buildings. The radio ad will inform listeners of an all-new town 
recovered from a tornado and how it represents the future of ‘green’ communities.

Timetable: Spring and summer months 2013 

Targeted publics: Commuters who would be interested in a day or weekend trip and 
parents of young children

Cost: $6,000

  Tactic 5 – Create “Greensburg in a Day” pamphlet or brochure 

Brief description: Design a pamphlet or brochure with short explanations of what 
to do in one day in Greensburg. The primary budget will consist of 500 printed 
brochures, with an additional 500 brochures included in the expansion budget.

Timetable: Begin production of brochure in March 2013 and have it produced by 
summer 2013

Targeted publics: Day or weekend tourists who can make a stop in Greensburg

Cost: 500 full color brochures - $135.00. An additional 500 full color brochures will be 
included in the expansion budget - $135.00 (www.vistaprint.com)

  Tactic 6 – Place advertisements in Wichita Mid-Continent airport

Brief description: Advertisements in Wichita Mid-Continent airport will inform visitors 
arriving in Wichita that Greensburg is an ideal day-trip location because of the Big 
Well Museum, soda fountain and sustainable buildings. The ad will inform travelers of 
an all-new town recovered from a tornado and how it represents the future of ‘green’ 
communities.

Timetable: Begin ad production in March 2013

Targeted publics: Travelers arriving at the Wichita airport, tourists, and agritourists 

Cost: Backlit Diorama advertisement in terminal/gate for a length of four weeks – 
$3,000 (http://www.bluelinemedia.com)
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  Tactic 7 – Advertise on a billboard along U.S. Highway 54-400 

Brief Description: Advertising on the billboard placed along this highway will catch 
drivers’ attention to stop in Greensburg. The billboards will promote different 
attractions in Greensburg, including the Big Well Museum and Greensburg’s sustainable 
efforts.

Timetable: June through September 2013

Targeted publics: Day-trippers, drivers on Highway 54-400 

Cost: One billboard, one year agreement is $5,200 (www.waittoutdoor.com)

 Objective 3 – Attract ecotourists to Greensburg through the green identity

Tactic 1 – Develop handout for local businesses to provide information about green policies 
on its websites and on-site location 

Brief description: The handout will include information on ecotourists and examples 
of what information ecotourists find relevant. The handout will be distributed to 
local businesses and posted on the Greensburg website as a PDF. 500 handouts will 
be included in the primary budget, with an additional 500 handouts available in the 
expansion budget.

Timetable: January 2013

Targeted publics: Local business owners with sustainable or green practices

Cost: 500 full color rack cards as handouts - $59.50.  An additional 500 rack cards in 
expansion budget - $59.50 (www.vistaprint.com)

  Tactic 2 – Send news release and short video to eco-bloggers 

Brief description: Write a news release about Greensburg’s eco-friendliness, and shoot 
and produce a video that highlights aspects of Greensburg’s sustainability, for example 
the wind farms, LEED certified buildings and eco-homes.

Timetable: January 2013

Targeted publics: Eco-bloggers, people who read eco-blogs, people concerned with the 
environment

Cost: Free
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  Tactic 3 – Advertise on ecotourism websites

Brief description: Design and create web advertisements for Greensburg that highlights 
its eco-friendliness and sustainability on the International Ecotourism Society, The 
Ecotourism Travel Guide of the New York Times Travel website, National Geographic’s 
Best Ecotourism Destinations and similar websites. 

Timetable: Run ads March 2013 to August 2013

Targeted publics: Travelers who use the Internet for information, travelers interested in 
ecotourism

Cost: Banner advertisement for a one year term - $500

Tactic 4 – Sponsor recycling bins at rest stops in Kansas 

Brief description: Call Kansas rest stop owners about the possibility of Greensburg 
sponsoring recycling bins at rest stops. Ads will be produced that say “Greensburg” 
that will be attached to recycling bins. 

Timetable: Place ads June through September 2013

Targeted publics: Travelers stopping at Kansas’ rest stops, rest stop owners, people 
interested in recycling and concerned about the environment 

Cost: 14 gallon recycle bin with Greensburg decal/logo - $15/ea. 10 recycle bins will be 
purchased.  Total cost = $150 (http://www.webstaurantstore.com)

Objective 4 – Attract historical tourists to stop in Greensburg

Tactic 1 – Place poster or banner inside the Wichita-Sedgwick County Historical Museum 

Brief description: A poster or banner emphasizing the biggest hand-dug well in the 
U.S. and the history of Greensburg from its start to where it is now. This poster or 
banner can entice historical visitors of this museum to explore other historical events 
in Greensburg.  

Timetable: Start in April 2013 and end August 2013

Targeted publics: Historical tourists of Wichita, residents of Wichita and suburbs 

Cost: Cost of banner production - $300 (www.fedex.com) 
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  Tactic 2 – Send a pitch email to U.S. history bloggers 

Brief description: Execute a pitch email to history blogs such as Economic History 
Blog, Native America, Discovered and Conquered, Western America: History of the 
American West and Blog For History. Include Kiowa County’s heritage in native Indians 
of area at the time and include how Greensburg was implemented by stagecoach 
driver D. R. “Cannonball” Green. Direct potential bloggers to Greensburg website, 
Facebook and Twitter pages. 

Timetable: TBD

Targeted publics: History bloggers, history teachers  

Cost: Free

Objective 5 – Encourage people to stay overnight in Greensburg

Tactic 1 – Hold personal meetings with hotel and business owners to encourage the creation 
of coupon deals with local businesses 

Brief description: Hotels offering its guests coupons to use at local Greensburg 
businesses can convince these guests to stay for a longer duration or visit Greensburg 
again. In order to produce these coupons, dialogue must start between hotel owners 
and business owners in Greensburg. Personal meetings with both hotel and business 
owners can establish a relationship between several businesses. Personal meetings can 
be arranged through phone calls and emails to the parties involved.

Timetable: March 2013

Targeted publics: Greensburg hotels and businesses

Cost: Printing - $.12/page. 1000 pages of coupons will be printed.  Total cost = $120 
(www.staples.com)
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 Tactic 2 – Advertise in regional newspapers for special events 

Brief description: Advertise in regional newspapers for special events happening in 
Greensburg, such as the potential Festival event. Advertisements will run in regional 
newspapers including Kansas Sun, The Kansas City Star, The Denver Post and Tulsa 
World. Regional advertising will bring in visitors from surrounding areas including Pratt, 
Wichita and Dodge City.

Timetable: October 2014

Targeted publics: Cultural tourists, ecotourists, and residents of nearby towns and 
residents of surrounding states

Cost: ¼ page, black and white advertisement for a two week run - $2,600 (www.
mediabids.com)

  Tactic 3 – Long-term planning effort for an RV park

Brief Description: Start a long-term planning effort to develop an RV park. This plan 
will include fundraising and city planning aspects.

Timetable: Begin fundraising and planning in March 2014

Targeted publics: Overnight visitors, snowbirds, weekend tourists, families, potential 
residents and campers

Cost: Free 

Objective 6: Attract younger tourists

Tactic 1 – Develop mobile app for visitors to Greensburg

Brief description: Develop a mobile app with information for visitors to Greensburg. 
App will include information on where to eat, where to stay and local attractions. It 
will also include a section on the rebuilding effort and the green initiative, as well as 
links to media regarding Greensburg. Finally, it will include navigational information to 
aid tourists in finding their way around the city.  

Timetable: The app development will likely take a few months to develop.

Targeted publics: Young visitors to Greensburg with mobile web access

Cost: $250 per month to develop.  Two months of development.  Total Cost = $500 
(http://www.rarewire.com/rw/pricing)
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Tactic 2 – Create billboard outside of town that includes information on mobile app

Brief description: Billboard will be done by Waitt Outdoor and will include a prompt 
for drivers to visit Greensburg and download the visitors’ app. It will include the app’s 
name, emphasize that it is free and give directions for where drivers should exit to go 
to Greensburg. Highway sees 18,320 passer-bys  

Timetable: Immediately following the creation of mobile app and up for a year on 
highway 54-400 

Targeted publics: Young drivers on the highway with mobile web access

Cost: One billboard, four-week run - $3,400 (www.bluelinemedia.com)

Tactic 3 – Create an information packet for architecture, engineering, environmental studies 
and urban planning university programs to regional states

Brief description: Many architecture, engineering, environmental studies and urban 
planning university programs require its students to take trips to various locations to 
observe and study aspects of the location. Because Greensburg has rebuilt sustainably 
it would be a perfect example of certain ‘green’ buildings that students could study. 

Timetable: Send informational packet to universities in January 2013

Targeted publics: Professors and faculty at regional universities

Cost: Printing cost - $.60/packet. 21 packets will be produced (one for each applicable 
program at the various universities).  Priority postage and envelope - $5.20.  Packets 
will be sent to 10 universities; 21 programs in total. Total cost = $64.60 (www.staples.
com, www.usps.com)

Objective 7 – Develop community ambassadorship program

Tactic 1 – Meet with the mayor, city council president and representatives of city boards and 
committees to develop community ambassadorship program

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 1

Tactic 2 – Recruit members to the community ambassadorship program with fliers

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 2
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Tactic 3 – Develop page on Greensburg website dedicated to ambassadorship program

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 3

 Tactic 4 – Meet with community leaders to be advocates for the program

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 4

Tactic 5 – Hold community informational meeting to introduce program to residents

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 5

Tactic 6 – Contact local service industry business owners to provide information for their 
employees

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 6

Tactic 7 – Develop mobile app for community program

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 7

Tactic 8 – Develop community garden programs

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 8

Tactic 9 – Informational packets about the alternative spring break program sent to regional 
universities 

See Goal 1, Objective 9, Tactic 1   

 Objective 8 – Plan annual Harvest event

Tactic 1 – Work with city manager to select a date for the Harvest Festival event

Brief Description: With the approval of the Greensburg city manager, a date within the 
months of September or October of 2014 should be chosen for the Harvest Festival 
event. The time chosen to hold the event can also be a weekend within the chosen 
months. The meeting with the city manager can be scheduled by telephone or email.

   Timetable: January 2013

   Targeted publics: Greensburg city manager

   Cost: Free
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Tactic 2 – Reach out to select celebrities to promote, donate to, attend or perform at the 
event

Brief Description: Many celebrities, including Maroon 5, Jack Johnson, Gisele Bündchen, 
Leonardo DiCaprio and Robert Redford, support sustainability and being ‘green.’ 
Reaching out to these celebrities via social media could convince them to help 
promote, attend or even perform at the event. Celebrity attendance at the Harvest 
Festival event could drastically increase overall attendance. 

Timetable: Immediately following Tactic 1

Targeted publics: Celebrities who support sustainability and being ‘green.’

Cost: Free to contact
 

Tactic 3 – Offer traditional festival activities and activities unique to Greensburg 

Brief Description: The Harvest Festival event will include traditional festival activities 
such as cooking competitions, eating competitions, craft sale, and game booths. The 
event will also include festival activities unique to Greensburg such as “Cannonball” 
Green stagecoach rides. 

Timetable: October 2014

Targeted publics: Greensburg residents and residents from surrounding areas

Cost: Cost of booths, stagecoach rentals, set-up and takedown of event estimated at 
$5,000, available in expansion budget.

Tactic 4 – Offer free shuttle service from nearby towns to Greensburg for the event

Brief Description: Greensburg will offer a free shuttle service to the Harvest Festival 
event from neighboring towns including Pratt and Dodge City. The free shuttle will 
increase attendance and build goodwill with neighboring towns.

Timetable: Day of Harvest Festival event

Targeted publics: Residents of surrounding towns, visitors of those residents of the 
surrounding towns 

Cost: $70 an hour and if driver is used overnight must provide room and food at a 
cost of $125 for hotel and $40 for food. Gas is included.  Cost for 2 shuttles, 5 hours 
each, 2 drivers = $1,030 (First Student Charter Bus Rental)
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  Tactic 5 – Advertise event in newspapers in surrounding areas
 

Brief Description: Create and run a print advertisement in regional newspapers for the 
Harvest Festival event. Advertisements will run in regional newspapers including The 
Pratt Tribune, The Wichita Eagle, Dodge City Globe, The Kansas City Star, The Denver 
Post and Tulsa World. Regional advertisement will increase attendance and awareness 
of the event.

   Timetable: August 2014
 
   Targeted publics: Residents of surrounding towns and states

Cost: 
· Pratt Tribune - $19 for three days, Sunflower Shopper once and on 

pratttribune.com
· The Wichita Eagle and Kansas.com for 14 days online and in print, five lines 

included starts at $250
· The Dodge City Globe-5x5 ad with color $223.05 and half a page without 

color is $592.20
Total cost = $834.25

  Tactic 6 – Send news release to regional newspapers

Brief description: Write and send news release about Harvest Festival to regional 
newspapers. Include information on all aspects, highlighting the importance of the first 
such event for Greensburg. Tie in relevant information for specific communities, such 
as if shuttle service will run to that specific town.

Timetable: August and September 2014

Targeted publics: Regional journalists

Cost: Free
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Tactic 7 – Create radio ads in Pratt and Dodge City, advertising the free shuttle service 
offered for the event

Brief Description: A 30 second radio announcement will run on High Plains Public 
Radio (HPPR) and KAHE-FM to inform residents about the free shuttle service. This 
radio ad could increase attendance and awareness of the event.

   Timetable: August 2014, 6:00 a.m. to midnight on the air 

Targeted publics: Residents of Pratt, Dodge City and areas reached by radio station

Cost: 
•	 HPPR - $10 per spot.  Spot will run five times daily, seven days, two weeks.  

Total Cost = $700
•	 KAHE-FM - $9.50 per spot.  Spot will run five times daily, seven days, two 

weeks.  Total Cost = $665
(Barbara HPPR, www.hppr.org)

  Tactic 8 – Create a Twitter campaign for the event

Brief Description: A unique Twitter handle and hash tag will be created for the Harvest 
Festival event. The Twitter campaign will reach out to surrounding areas, individual 
residents and students of nearby high schools and universities to attract attention, 
increase awareness and increase event attendance.

   Timetable: August 2014

Targeted publics: Greensburg residents, residents of nearby towns, high school and 
university students

   Cost: Free

 Objective 9 – Improve city’s visual appearance

Tactic 1 – Send informational packets about alternative spring break volunteer program to 
regional universities 

See Goal 1, Objective 9, Tactic 1

Tactic 2 – Produce and run print ads in university newspapers about alternative break 
program

 See Goal 1, Objective 9, Tactic 2
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Tactic 3 – Create social media presence for alternative break program

 See Goal 1, Objective 9, Tactic 3

Tactic 4 – Memorial tree planting project 

   See Goal 1, Objective 9, Tactic 4

  Tactic 5 – Develop community garden program

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 8

  Tactic 6 – Plan and build memorial community park 

See Goal 1, Objective 9, Tactic 5 
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Goal 3 – To increase economic development in Greensburg

Objective 1 – Demonstrate the viability of Greensburg to support manufacturing businesses

Tactic 1 – Send informational packet to environmentally compatible manufacturing 
companies 

Brief Description: We will write and produce informational packets to send to 
manufacturing businesses such as Greene Manufacturing Inc., Midwest Manufacturing, 
etc. with information on benefits of sustainable operating costs, transportation nearby 
(Hwy 54/400, railway and future airport). 

         Timetable: Start immediately

        Targeted publics: Manufacturing businesses, manufacturing business owners 

Cost: Printing cost, black and white - $.12/page. Postage and envelopes - $1.70.  50 
companies will receive mailings.  Total Cost = $175.00 (www.staples.com, www.usps.
com)

  Tactic 2 – Send miniature wind turbine to manufacturing businesses 

Brief description: We will design and create small, plastic wind turbines that can 
easily sit on a desktop or bookshelf (six to nine inches in height.) Each blade of the 
wind turbine will list a benefit of establishing a location or relocating a business to 
Greensburg.

Timetable: Send turbines in by February 2013

Targeted publics: Manufacturing business owners

Cost: Production cost of each miniature turbine - $50.00. 10 minitures will be 
produced. Postage for turbines via USPS small flat rate priority box $5.35.  Total Cost 
= $553.50 (www.usps.com)
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Tactic 3 – Advertise the Greensburg Business Park to Wichita Business Journal 

Brief Description: Mail in advertisement for print and online about Greensburg’s 
Business Park to the Wichita Business Journal. Information can include but is not 
limited to the size of the park, the 10 year, 100 percent property tax abatement for 
manufacturers (pending city/county approval), utilities furnished to hook-ups at no 
cost. 

Timetable: Start immediately 

Targeted publics: Wichita Business Journal, people who read the Wichita Business 
Journal or view its website and potential business owners 

Cost: ¼ page advertisement with a six week run: $925.00 in primary budget.  An 
additional six week run is available in the expansion budget - $925.00 (http://www.
bizjournalsmediakit.com/websites/Wichita)

 Objective 2 – Attract businesses that will develop in Greensburg and create jobs for residents

              Tactic 1 – Digital news releases to business journals in the region 

Brief Description: Digital news releases sent to business journals in the region would 
lead to more business owners being informed about Greensburg’s available land and 
business opportunities. The news releases also might prompt one of the business 
journals to do a special story or article on the business opportunities in Greensburg. 

         Timetable: Send news releases in January 2013

        Targeted publics: Business owners and influencers in the region

       Cost: Free

Strategic Plan
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Tactic 2 – Send infographic comparing building green versus traditional building to businesses

Brief Description: An infographic will provide a visually appealing representation of 
the money businesses could save by building ‘green’ instead of traditional. By sending 
the infographic to businesses, they will become informed of the benefits to build in 
Greensburg. 

         Timetable: March 2013

        Targeted publics: Potential business owners or up-and-coming businesses

       Cost: Printing cost of $.25/full color page. Postage and envelope - $.50. 20 companies 
will be contacted.  Total Cost = $15.00 (www.staples.com, www.usps.com) 

Tactic 3 – Advertise business incubator to Wichita, Dodge City and Pratt newspapers

Brief Description: Advertisements in the Wichita, Dodge City and Pratt newspapers 
will inform business owners of the business incubator in Greensburg. Special attention 
will be given to the money owners will save on operating costs because the incubator 
is a ‘green’ building. 

         Timetable: March 2013

        Targeted publics: Business owners looking to relocate

       Cost: 
•	 Pratt Tribune - $19 for three days, Sunflower Shopper once and on 

pratttribune.com 
•	 The Wichita Eagle and Kansas.com for 14 days online and in print, five lines 

included - $250
•	 The Dodge City Globe - 5x5 ad with color - $223.05, black and white - 

$148.05.  1/2 page, black and white - $592.20 
Total Cost = $834.25

Objective 3 – Encourage housing development

Tactic 1 – Create list of available tax incentives and government programs available for housing 
developers 

See Goal 1, Objective 4, Tactic 1

Strategic Plan
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  Tactic 2 – Send marketing materials to housing developers

See Goal 1, Objective 2, Tactic 2

 Objective 4 – Increase the amount of shopping amenities in Greensburg

Tactic 1 – Create list of available tax incentives and government programs available for 
businesses that move to Greensburg

See Goal 1, Objective 6, Tactic 1

  Tactic 2 – Contact business owners to extend and have consistent hours

 See Goal 1, Objective 5, Tactic 1

Tactic 3 – Develop list of local retail owners in surrounding small communities and call about 
opportunity to develop second location in Greensburg 

Brief Description: Bringing additional businesses to Greensburg will increase interest 
in the city, create additional revenue and potentially draw new residents to the area. 
By targeting local retail owners in surrounding communities, Greensburg can focus on 
smaller businesses that would thrive in the city. These businesses have already proven 
their ability to survive in a small town and may be looking for additional opportunities 
to expand their business in a similar location. Setting up meetings and inviting business 
owners to visit the city would allow them to see the city, the potential and even 
specific locations for their new businesses.

         Timetable: Immediately

      Targeted publics: Local retail owners in surrounding small communities

         Cost: Free

Strategic Plan
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Tactic 4 –Act as liaison to interested small business retail owners from Tactic 3

Brief Description: Have economic development subcommittee of community 
ambassadorship program that will work directly with business owners who have 
been contacted and express interest in opening a second location in Greensburg. This 
subcommittee will set up meetings with these potential clients to discuss logistical 
aspects of opening their business in Greensburg. The subcommittee will also have 
relationships with builders who may be needed to create additional buildings to house 
these new businesses.

         Timetable: Immediately

Targeted publics: Greensburg residents and local retail owners in surrounding small 
communities

        Cost: Free

 Tactic 5 – Organize a city-run farmers market in Greensburg

Brief Description: Organize a farmers market where local and regional farmers can sell 
their produce or products. This will help stimulate Greensburg’s economy and help to 
keep money in Greensburg. 

Timetable: Begin June 2013 and run every other Saturday until September 2013 

Targeted publics: Greensburg citizens, local and regional farmers, residents of nearby 
towns

Cost: Free  

Strategic Plan
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Objective 5 – Increase the amount of dining amenities in Greensburg

Tactic 1 – Develop list of local restaurant owners in surrounding small communities and call 
about opportunity to develop second location in Greensburg

Brief Description: Dining options in Greensburg may expand if a representative from 
Greensburg’s tourism department contacts all restaurant owners in small surrounding 
communities. A second location in Greensburg with sustainable building would create 
more dining options, cheaper monthly bills for the restaurant owner and increase the 
influx of money being spent in Greensburg. 

         Timetable: Immediately 

Targeted publics: Business owners of nearby restaurants looking to build a second 
location

         Cost: Free 

  Tactic 2 – Act as liaison to interested parties from Tactic 1 

Brief Description: The representative from Tactic 1 would initiate the start for a new 
restaurant business to be built in Greensburg. This would include possible news 
releases and informing the residents of Greensburg. There is an opportunity to create 
more jobs with more restaurants. 

Timetable: After a restaurant owner confirms a second location in Greensburg

Targeted publics: Potential restaurant owners in regional communities, residents of 
Greensburg, residents and restaurant owners of nearby towns, restaurant franchises

         Cost: Free

Strategic Plan
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  Tactic 3 – Greensburg Dining Twitter account 

Brief Description: Develop a separate Twitter account from the city’s account for 
current Greensburg dining options to emphasize the necessity for more dining options. 
Follow restaurants and its owners from nearby towns such as Wichita and Dodge 
City. Create a hash tag, #GreensburgDining, to potential restaurant businesses. A 
representative from Greensburg will monitor account. 

Timetable: Immediately 

Targeted publics: New followers and local and regional restaurant business owners

Cost: Free

Objective 6 – Inform ‘green’ business owners about the financial incentives to operate in Greensburg

       Tactic 1 – Create a list of tax incentives for building in Greensburg

See Goal 1, Objective 6, Tactic 1 

Tactic 2 – Send infographic comparing building green versus traditional building to businesses

 See Goal 3, Objective 2, Tactic 2

Tactic 3 – Send a representative to conferences pertaining to sustainability and farming 
equipment and to Star-Tides conference

Brief Description: Send a local government member to the Sharing to Accelerate 
Research Transformative Innovation for Development and Emergency Support (Star-
Tides) conference to represent Greensburg and speak to vendors about development 
possibilities in Greensburg. 

          Timetable: Fall 2013

        Targeted publics: vendors at the conference

Cost: Airfare and hotel for one person to travel to San Diego - $560.  Conference 
attendance fees - $1,155 (www.expedia.com)

Strategic Plan
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Objective 7 – Develop community ambassadorship program

Tactic 1 – Meet with the mayor, city council president and representatives of city boards and 
committees to develop community ambassadorship program

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 1

Tactic 2 – Recruit members to the community ambassadorship program with fliers

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 2

Tactic 3 – Develop page on Greensburg website dedicated to ambassadorship program

  See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 3

 Tactic 4 – Meet with community leaders to be advocates for the program

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 4

Tactic 5 – Hold community informational meeting to introduce program to residents

See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 5

Tactic 6 – Contact local service business owners to provide information for their employees

 See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 6

Tactic 7 – Develop mobile app for community program

  See Goal 1, Objective 8, Tactic 7

Objective 8 – Improve website to demonstrate viability for economic development

  Tactic 1 – Redesign website to improve navigability

See Goal 1, Objective 1, Tactic 1

  Tactic 2 – Create tab for sharing community success

   See Goal 1, Objective 1, Tactic 2

Strategic Plan
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  Tactic 3 – Update “Doing Business with the City” tab

Brief description: The current page for “Doing Business with the City” does not contain 
any information. Updating this page to include links to all executions relevant to doing 
business in Greensburg will encourage businesses to look into investing in Greensburg.

Timetable: Follow timetable of website redesign

Targeted publics: Business owners and decision-makers looking for information on 
Greensburg

Cost: Free

Strategic Plan

Executions
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Communications Package Description #1

Title: Redesign website to improve navigability  

Brief Description: 

Redesign website to aid residents and potential residents in finding relevant information. 
Redesign will be clean and modern, reflecting Greensburg’s brand. It will include sections 
suggested in this plan as well as the current sections of Greensburg’s website. 

Status: Basic redesign for website begun by EGC on Wix website design service

Location: Mock-up screenshots follow
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Communications Package Description #2

Title: Create tab for sharing community success on website

Brief Description: 

Create a forum page where community members can post about successes. Examples 
could include hiring new employees, welcoming a new neighbor, instituting a green initiative 
or implementing part of the ambassadorship program. This will help foster a sense of 
accomplishment and success in the community.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Package Description #3

Title: Create page dedicated to housing on website

Brief Description:

Create page dedicated to housing and related issues. This page will include information 
generated from Objective 2, Tactics 1 and 2. Creating one place to find housing information 
will help potential residents and developers understand the benefits and options specific to 
Greensburg.

Status: n/a 

Location: n/a
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Communications Package Description #4

Title: Update and add content to all pages on website

Brief Description: 

Review each page of website to ensure information is up-to-date, accurate and reflects 
Greensburg’s brand. Content will be visually appealing, clean and well organized.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Package Description #5

Title: Create list of available tax incentives and government programs for building housing in 
Greensburg

Brief Description: 

Compose a list of all tax incentives available to housing developers considering building in 
Greensburg. Informing local contractors and builders of the benefits of building in Greensburg 
can entice them to start building. Local contractors and builders should be notified of the tax 
credit opportunities involved with the 45L tax credit. The 45L tax credit is available to eligible 
contractors for new construction or substantial renovation.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #6

Title: Send marketing materials to housing developers

Brief Description: 

Promoting Greensburg’s sustainable focus, the available land and population to developers will 
make the city an appealing location to build. Including tax incentives, the benefits of a sustainable 
home to their buyers, the affordability of land and statistics on the need for housing will be the 
selling points of these marketing materials. These materials will include an email blast, a mailing 
package with the tax incentives list and marketing information about Greensburg, contact 
information for city officials and an offer to visit Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Package #7

Title: Update Greensburg’s Wikipedia page

Brief Description: 

Update the Wikipedia page to reflect current status. The page contains outdated information, 
such as stating that the Big Well Museum remains closed. The page also focuses primarily on 
the tornado, rather than the city and its attractions. Updating the page to include more on the 
green initiative, the rebuilding successes and new attractions would more accurately reflect the 
city’s current situation, making it more attractive to new residents.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Package Description #8

Title: Mail letters to senior students of public universities in Kansas on the ROZ program

Brief Description: 

The Rural Opportunity Zones program offers new full-time Kansas residents income tax 
waivers for up to five years and/or student loan repayments up to $15,000. Sending letters to 
these graduating students will make them aware of the program and its benefits as they look for 
jobs and a place to live.

Status: Letter completed

Location: Immediately follows

January 15, 2013

Elizabeth Rothrock
The University of Kansas
1345 Louisiana Street
Lawrence, KS 66045

Dear Elizabeth,

With graduation quickly approaching, now is a stressful and important time to consider your plans for 
after graduation. Paying off student loans with an entry-level job position salary may seem impossible. A 
college degree opens many doors. The countless number of options available to you can make post-
graduation plans even more intimidating. 

Greensburg, Kansas, located in a Rural Opportunity Zone, offers you the ideal solution to your dilemma. 
The Rural Opportunity Zone program will pay up to $15,000 of your student loans. By establishing 
residency in Greensburg after graduation, your outstanding student loan balance becomes eligible for 
repayment by the ROZ program. 

Life in Greensburg does not fall into the stereotype of a typical rural community. A small town with big 
goals, Greensburg leads the nation in environmentally sustainable living. The residents that have stayed 
true to small-town values will welcome you as a member of their community. Greensburg’s innovative 
environment will not only welcome you but also will value your ideas and experience. Budget Travel 
named Greensburg one of the “Coolest Small Towns in America” in 2011 for its commitment to green 
living, contemporary arts center and dedicated local businesses. 

Greensburg extends the opportunity for a lower cost of living and a better quality of life.  Visit www.
greensburgks.org to find out the opportunities Greensburg holds for you after graduation. 

Sincerely,

Bob Dixson
Mayor of Greensburg
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Communications Package Description #9

Title: Send pitch email to Kansas-based ‘mommy blogs’

Brief Description: 

Social media coordinator for Greensburg will send a pitch email to different mommy bloggers 
based in Kansas (http://www.mom2momkc.com, http://mamadweeb.com, etc.) in order for them 
to consider writing a post about Greensburg or an event in Greensburg that would be relevant 
to the blog’s audience.

Status: Email completed

Location: Immediately follows
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Communications Description Package #10

Title: Weekly posts about incentives to move to Greensburg on Twitter and Facebook

Brief Description: 

Social media coordinator will make weekly posts highlighting positive aspects of Greensburg, 
which can include, but not limited to, interviews with citizens about what they like about 
Greensburg, reviews of local businesses, pictures, video clips, etc.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Package Description #11

Title: Advertise on rent.com

Brief Description: 

Web listings of available rentals will be produced with attractive pictures of Greensburg to be 
placed on rent.com. Postings will be updated to reflect the addition or occupancy of available 
rentals in Greensburg. The city will work with those renting to create the posts.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communication Package Description #12

Title: Advertise on ‘green’ or environmentally friendly websites

Brief Description: 

Produce web advertisements that highlight the “green-ness” and sustainability of Greensburg. 
The web advertisements will be used on websites like ecohomemagazine.com, thedailygreen.
com or motherearthnews.com.

Status: Banner ads completed

Location: Immediately follows

visit www.greensburgks.org

greensburgks.orggreensburgks.org
VISIT VISIT

visit www.greensburgks.org

visit www.greensburgks.org

visit www.greensburgks.org

Greensburg,Kansas

Greensburg,
Kansas

Greensburg,
Kansas

Greensburg,Kansas

Greensburg,Kansas

Greensburg,Kansas

:

:

Remarkable past, innovative future

 

Remarkable past, innovative future

Remarkable past, 

innovative future

Remarkable past, 

innovative future

Remarkable past, innovative future

Remarkable past, innovative future
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Communications Package Description #13

Title: Send digital media kit to environmental bloggers

Brief Description: 

Create a media kit focusing on the environmental efforts and identity of Greensburg. The 
media kit will include a fact sheet on the environmental aspects of Greensburg, information on 
Greensburg Greentown, upcoming sustainability or environmental events and new initiatives or 
programs.

Location: An example of a digital news release follows this description. 

Status: Incomplete

Greensburg News Release 
 
For Immediate Release 
Jan. 14, 2013 
 
Greensburg, Kan., welcomes student volunteers to alternative break program 
 
Greensburg, Kan., has instituted several new initiatives to continue its leadership in sustainability 
and disaster recovery. One of these programs will bring in college students into the community 
to help continue the revitalization process. The city has instituted a new alternative spring break 
program that will allow college students the opportunity to volunteer during their spring break in 
a program that focuses on volunteerism, leadership and sustainability. 
 
Students will travel to Greensburg and stay in the town for a week. They will participate in 
volunteer activities for half of the day and work on a video project documenting their time in 
Greensburg during the second half of their day. Students will choose between two options for 
their projects: traditional cleanup or serving with city leaders to understand the interworking of a 
recovering community. All projects will focus on sustainable rebuilding, whether through 
cleanup, planning or policy. 
 
Students will work with the Kiowa County Media Center to create their videos and connect with 
city leaders. At the end of their stay, students will share their videos with the community at an 
event filled with music, dancing and sharing. The videos will showcase the community, its 
sustainable success and the students’ projects and accomplishments. 
 
The program will give students the opportunity to use their education and skills in real-world 
situations. The program welcomes all students to the program, although architecture, 
environmental studies and journalism students may have a special interest in the innovative 
sustainable practices taking place in Greensburg. 
 
Greensburg, Kan., leads the nation in sustainable living. After an EF5 tornado destroyed much of 
the city in 2007, the community has rebuilt to embrace every aspect of sustainability. With the 
help of the non-profit organization Greensburg GreenTown, the city continues to grow and 
rebuilt for the future. Named one of the top 10 Coolest Small Towns in America, Greensburg has 
become a nationally-recognized green destination. The town continues to lead the nation in 
disaster rebuilding, sustainability and community engagement. 
 

-30- 
 

For More Information: 
Janet West 
President, Kiowa County Media Center 
(620) 723-1117 
janet.west@kwksmedia.org 
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Communications Description Package #14

Title: Host competition among Greensburg students to create a promotional video for the 
community

Brief Description: 

Create a competition for the high school students to use the Media Center to interview and 
film Greensburg residents about what they love about Greensburg and what makes Greensburg 
home to them. The footage can be put on Greensburg’s website, YouTube, social media and 
television in the Kiowa County Commons building. Offer prize of $300 scholarship to first place, 
$150 to second place and $75 to third place.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Package #15

Title: Send media kits to regional business bloggers

Brief Description: 

Create and send digital media kit to regional business bloggers regarding the opportunities 
available in Greensburg. The kit will include the list in the above tactic, information on recent 
developments in business activity and quotes from city officials regarding the business 
atmosphere in Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location:  n/a
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Communications Description Package #16

Title: Update Economic Development section of website

Brief Description: 

Update the current Economic Development page of Greensburg’s website to include updated 
information regarding current and future economic development plans. The section will also 
include an updated list of incentives and programs available for businesses in Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #17

 Title: Radio ad

Brief Description: 

A radio ad to broadcast Greensburg’s sustainability initiatives and why the town has formed 
plans toward a new future with new residents. The ad will be broadcasted to surrounding 
communities such as Pratt, Wichita, Dodge City as well as regional communities. The radio ad 
will persuade potential residents to visit Greensburg and consider it a place to raise a family.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #18

Title: Create a hash tag campaign for Twitter

Brief Description: 

Twitter followers will use the following hash tags to promote Greensburg as a potential home 
for new residents: #GreensburgGreenTown, #GoGreensburg, #BeGreen, #ThinkGreensburg, 
and #ForeverGreensburg. These hash tags will navigate followers to the Greensburg and 
Facebook pages. A representative from Greensburg will monitor tweets and post weekly using 
the above hash tags.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Package #19

Title: Create print ad to place in Kansas! magazine

Brief Description: 

Place a print ad in Kansas! magazine to engage readers to visit and move to Greensburg. The ad 
will communicate Greensburg as the future of small-town living and a bright future for families 
and young couples.

Status: Advertisemnt completed

Location: Immediately follows



Come build in Greensburg and add to the city with the most LEED Platinum certified buildings per 
capita in the world. A small community in the heart of the United States, Greensburg 
combines traditional values with a future-focused lifestyle 
dedicated to sustainability. 

   
  

Welcome to

  

Gr
eensburg

Remarkable past, innovative future 
www greensburgks.org

Greensburg’s truly green identity offers sustainable living 
options customizable for any resident. The local wind farm 
powers Greensburg homes. Solar panels and high-efficiency 

water heaters keep utility costs down, reducing its carbon footprint.  

Join the town making history. 
Join Greensburg.

  Greensburg
     Welcome to
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Communications Description Package #20

Title: Meet with the mayor, city council president and representatives of city boards and committees 
to develop community ambassadorship program

Brief Description: 

Meet with Mayor Bob Dixson, Council President Mark Trummel and representatives of 
Greensburg’s boards and committees to develop the community ambassadorship program. 
The program will include four sections, similar to the CART program of Joplin, Mo.: economic 
development, school and community facilities, housing and neighborhoods and infrastructure 
and environment.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #21

Title: Recruit members to the community ambassadorship program with fliers

Brief Description: 

Fliers will introduce the basics of the community ambassadorship program to residents. The 
campaign will call for residents to attend an informational meeting and to visit the program’s 
website. Fliers will be delivered to each home.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Package #22

Title: Develop page on Greensburg website dedicated to ambassadorship program

Brief Description: 

The Greensburg city website will include a section on the ambassadorship program. It will 
showcase community unity as a benefit to living in Greensburg. It will include sections on 
economic development, school and community facilities, housing and neighborhoods and 
infrastructure and environment.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #23

Title: Meet with community leaders to be advocates for the program

Brief Description: 

Community ambassadorship board will meet with community leaders to advocate for the 
program. The informal meeting will present the basics of the program and its benefits to the 
community through increasing population, economic development and tourism.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Package #24

Title: Hold community informational meeting to introduce program to residents 

Brief Description: 

Hold an informational meeting to introduce community members to the ambassadorship program. It 
will include information on the four sections of the program and encourage residents to sign up to be 
ambassadors.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Package Description #25

Title: Contact local service industry business owners to provide information to their employees

Brief Description: 

Service industry front-line employees are often the first encounter for visitors coming to town. 
Greensburg will provide business owners with information from the ambassadorship program 
for them to present to their employees. Basic information such as always staying positive, 
possible recommendations for destinations for visitors and basic information on the Greensburg 
Greentown and the rebuilding effort will be included.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Package #26

Title: Develop mobile app for community program

Brief Description: 

Develop a mobile app for community members to refer to for information on the program. 
The app will include basic information for those participating in the program. Sections will 
include: About the Community Ambassadorship Program, About Greensburg Greentown, 
About the Rebuilding Effort, and Recommendations for Visitors. Visitors will not use this app; 
instead, it will provide information for ambassadors to provide to visitors. Use of the app will 
be a green alternative to printed handouts.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #27

Title: Develop a city-run community garden programs

Brief Description: 

Greensburg will sponsor the beginning of the garden in a central location in town. It will 
have designated plots that community members could sign up to tend, as well as communal 
sections open to everyone. It will foster a sense of community involvement and dedication as 
well as foster a connection to the environment.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #28

Title: Send informational packets about alternative spring break volunteer program to regional 
universities

Brief Description: 

Greensburg will launch an alternative spring break program in the upcoming spring semester. To 
increase awareness of this program, promotional materials will be sent to regional universities 
where students can learn about the programs. Targeting alternative spring break departments, 
student service organizations, Greek organizations and service learning departments on these 
campuses will increase the likelihood of these materials reaching students who would be 
interested in the program. Informational packets will include an email blast to these campuses 
along with mailed materials that will provide:

•Letter to students
•50 fliers to hang around campus, 
•100 business cards with contact information for the alternative spring breaks coordinator
•50 brochures to place in common areas
•50 stickers to place in common areas.  Stickers will feature the hash tag   
 “#GreensburgAltBreaks”
•50 magnets to place in common areas.  Magnets will feature the hash tag  
 “#GreensburgAltBreaks”
•250 lanyards to give to prospective students included in primary budget with an additional  
 250 lanyards included in the expansion budget.

Status: Mock-up of business cards, letter to students, magnet and lanyards completed.

Location: Immediately follows
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January 15, 2013 
 
Elizabeth Rothrock 
The University of Kansas 
1345 Louisiana Street 
Lawrence, KS 66045 
 
Dear Elizabeth, 
 
Your time in college can shape your identity and your future. It is the period in your life when 
you realize your priorities, your values and your potential. Although you want to make a 
difference, it can seem difficult to discover how to apply your new skills and ideas in a positive, 
innovative way. Those who think college students cannot impact the world are mistaken. Your 
potential to transform the world for the better has never been greater.  
 
With the alternative breaks program in Greensburg, Kan., you can create lasting change with 
local and global implications. You can have an exciting and engaging spring break while 
working for an exceptional cause. During your spring break you will travel to Greensburg – 
alone or with friends – to volunteer and learn about sustainability in the town that revolutionized 
disaster recovery. In the Greensburg alternative breaks program you will spend time half your 
time volunteering in clean-up and community building and half your time learning about 
Greensburg, sustainability and community engagement. 
 
To learn more about Greensburg and the alternative breaks program and to send in your 
application, visit www.greensburgks.org/alternativebreaks. For updates and the latest 
information, follow us on Twitter @GburgAltBreaks.  
 
Be the catalyst for change during your time in college. Learn about innovative sustainable 
practices implemented in a local community on the forefront of the green movement. Grow your 
spring break experience. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Janet West 
Alternative Breaks Coordinator 
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Business Card

Magnet
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Communications Description Package #29

Title: Plan memorial tree planting project

Brief Description: 

Citizens may participate in a tree planting project to commemorate the lives lost during 
the May 2007 tornado, sponsored by the city. By planting a tree for every life lost during the 
tornado it will work to rebuild the tree population destroyed by the tornado, remember 
those lost and bring the community together in beautifying the city. Trees will be provided by 
the city and citizens may participate in selection of locations for the new trees across town 
by voting on locations selected by the city on the website prior to the project. If done during 
the alternative breaks program, students will participate in the planting of the trees and enjoy 
interaction with residents of Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #30

Title: Plan and build memorial community park

Brief Description: 

The city of Greensburg will plan and execute the creation of a Memorial Community Park 
that will add to the beauty of Greensburg. It will make the city more attractive to tourists 
and be a memorial to those lost in the May 2007 tornado. This park will use land currently 
lying dormant and improve the city’s overall appearance. Students involved in the alternative 
breaks program will be utilized to create and maintain this park as part of their program. City 
officials and Greensburg citizens will determine the location for the park. The memorial trees 
will be planted in this area. There will also be five picnic tables installed, which are included in 
the expansion budget due to the planning efforts required in planning and building a park.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Descriptions Package #31

Title: Produce and run print ads in university newspapers about alternative break program

Brief Description: 

Placing print ads in university newspapers will target the broader audience of university 
students who may not be aware of the alternative breaks option. The ad will vary in 
size due to changing advertising costs across universities. A base ad will be a ¼ page ad 
featuring the Greensburg logo, a brief description of the program, the cost, the hash tag 
“GreensburgAltBreaks” and a photo of Greensburg. It will direct students to the section of 
the website “Greensburg Alternative Breaks.”

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Publication #32

Title: Create social media presence for alternative break program

Brief Description: 

Creating a social media presence for the alternative breaks program will engage university 
students who frequently use the internet for establishing plans. Three venues will be utilized 
for this presence:

•A section of the Greensburg website, accessible via the tab “Greensburg Alternative 
Breaks.”
•A Twitter handle and hash tag that will be controlled by the alternative breaks 
coordinator. The handle will be listed as: @GreensburgAltBreaks. The hash tag will be 
“#GreensburgAltBreaks”
•A Facebook.com organization page listed as “Greensburg Alternative Breaks”

Status: Twitter handle created

Location: Immediate follows
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Communications Description Publication #33

Title: Create new signage

Brief Description: 

Design and implement new signage for tourists and guests of Greensburg. Currently no signs 
direct travelers around the city, which can make touring Greensburg complicated. New signage 
will include a large standing display map on Main Street and directional signs for the cities 
popular locations.

Status: Mock-ups completed

Location: Immediately follows
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Communications Description Publication #35

Title: Contact Google with updated map information

Brief Description: 

Google’s map information for Greensburg is outdated and therefore unreliable. Google will 
be contacted by phone or email to update the Greensburg map, making the results more 
reliable for Google users and Greensburg visitors.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Publication #34

Title: Develop interactive map of city on www.greensburgks.org

Brief Description: 

To improve navigability in Greensburg, an interactive map will be created on the City of 
Greensburg’s website. The map will allow visitors to scroll over businesses and the LEED 
platinum certified buildings to find more information.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Publication #36

Title: Install community map on Main Street

Brief Description: 

A large standing display map will allow visitors and community members to see where they are 
in relation to other buildings and streets in Greensburg. The map key will include the names of 

buildings and activities offered to visitors in each building.

Status: Mock-up created

Location: Immediately follows
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Communications Description Publication #38

Title: Create Instagram presence

Brief Description: 

Developing a presence on Instagram will benefit Greensburg due to Instagram’s growing 
popularity. An Instagram account for Greensburg will attract followers and can create sponsored 
hash tags for followers to share on their own social media accounts.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Publication #37

Title: Create Foursquare presence

Brief Description: 

Users of Foursquare can see businesses and shopping available in Greensburg. Local businesses 
can offer discounts if users have a certain amount of “check-ins” in specific locations. Foursquare 
can also inform users of the history of buildings.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Publication #39

Title: Advertise on ‘mommy blogs’

Brief Description: 
Place advertisements on ‘mommy blogs’, promoting Greensburg as a family-friendly weekend 
vacation spot. Emphasize day activities and the sustainable buildings.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #40

Title: Send digital news release to ‘mommy bloggers’

Brief Description: 

 Create a brief media kit to send to ‘mommy bloggers,’ focusing on upcoming family-friendly 
 activities or events. The news release will include relevant, light-hearted and unique information
 to present the bloggers with fun fodder for their readers.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 
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Communications Description Package #41

 Title: Place commercial on Wichita area TV stations

Brief Description: 

A commercial to entice day-trippers to visit Greensburg because of the Big Well Museum, 
soda fountain and sustainable buildings. The commercial will inform viewers of an all-new town 
recovered from a tornado and how it represents the future of ‘green’ communities.

Status: Script completed. Video on disk.

Location: Immediately follows
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-more- 
 

Greensburg, Kansas   Ever Green Consulting, December 4, 2012 
Visit Greensburg  
LEAD 
 
 
VO: VO/SOT  
 

 

 

:00 MS - wind turbine with Greensburg 
logo  
 
 

 
:04 MS – Greensburg water tower 
 

 

 

:05 WS – Greensburg’s Main St.  
 

 

 

 
:07 WS - Big Well Museum 
 
 
 
 
 
:09 CU - soda fountain 
 

 
 
 
:11 CU - ice cream  
 

 
 
 
 

MUSIC: “FURTHER” by Correatown  

 

(ANNOUNCER 1) 

 

Now that the weather is getting warmer,  

 

 

 

why not plan a day trip to Greensburg?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greensburg, Kansas, has rebuilt and 

reopened  

 

 

the Big Well Museum and everyone’s 

favorite  

 

 

soda fountain.  
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Communications Description Package #42

Title: Create radio ad for regional radio stations 

Brief Description: 

 A brief radio ad for regional radio stations would promote Greensburg as an ideal day-trip
 location focusing on the Big Well Museum, soda fountain and sustainable buildings. The radio ad 
 will inform listeners of an all-new town recovered from a tornado and how it represents the 
 future of ‘green’ communities.

Status: Completed

Location: Script immediately follows. Audio on disk. 
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Communications Description Package #43

Title: Create “Greensburg in a Day” pamphlet or brochure

Brief Description: 

 Design a pamphlet or brochure with short explanations of what to do in one day in 
 Greensburg.

Status: Completed.

Location: PDF file on disk. Printed brochure included in portfolio. 

Client: Greensburg, Kan.   Ever Green Consulting 12/4/12 
Spot: Disappearing bills 
 
 
 

ANNOUNCER 1: (FADE) 
 

 
SFX: 

 

 
ANNOUNCER 2: 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

MUSIC (UP, THEN FADE OUT AT :30) 
 

 

Pay me, pay me, pay me, pay me! 

 

 

(POOF DISAPPEARING SOUND :03) 

 

 

This is the sound of your utility bills 

shrinking. Greensburg, Kansas, leads the 

nation in every aspect of sustainable living. 

Building green can help you use up to 75 

percent less energy in your home or 

business. Visit w-w-w dot Greensburg K-S 

dot org, and find out how you can be 

stronger, better and greener. Greensburg 

Kansas: remarkable past, innovative future.  

 

 
# 
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Communications Description Package #44

 Title: Place advertisements in Wichita Mid-Continent airport

Brief Description: 

Advertisements in Wichita Mid-Continent airport will inform visitors arriving in Wichita that 
Greensburg is an ideal day-trip location because of the Big Well Museum, soda fountain and 
sustainable buildings. The ad will inform travelers of an all-new town recovered from a tornado 
and how it represents the future of ‘green’ communities.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #45

Title: Advertise on billboards along U.S. Highway 54-400

Brief Description: 

 Advertising on a billboard placed along this highway will catch drivers’ attention to stop in 
 Greensburg. The billboard will promote different attractions in Greensburg, including the Big 
 Well Museum and Greensburg’s sustainable efforts.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #46

 Title: Develop handout for local businesses to provide information about green policies on its 
websites and on-site location

Brief Description: 

The handout will include information on ecotourists and examples of what information 
ecotourists find relevant. The handout will be distributed to local businesses and posted on the 
Greensburg website as a PDF.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #47

Title: Send news release and short video to eco-bloggers

Brief Description: 

 Write a news release about Greensburg’s eco-friendliness, and shoot and produce a video that 
 highlights aspects of Greensburg’s sustainability, for example the wind farms, LEED certified
 buildings and eco-homes.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #48

 Title: Advertise on ecotourism websites

Brief Description: 

Design and create web advertisements for Greensburg that highlights its eco-friendliness and 
sustainability on the International Ecotourism Society, The Ecotourism Travel Guide of the New 
York Times Travel website, National Geographic’s Best Ecotourism Destinations and similar 
websites.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #49

Title: Send news release and short video to eco-bloggers

Brief Description: 

 Call Kansas Department of Transportation and the Kansas Turnpike Authority about the 
 possibility of Greensburg sponsoring recycling bins at rest stops. Ads will be produced that say  
 “Greensburg” that will be attached to recycling bins. 

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #50

Title: Place poster or banner inside the Wichita-Sedgwick County Historical Museum

Brief Description:
 

A poster or banner emphasizing the biggest hand-dug well in the U.S. and the history of 
Greensburg from its start to where it is now. This poster or banner can entice historical visitors 
of this museum to explore other historical events in Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Publication #51

Title: Send a pitch email to U.S. history bloggers

Brief Description: 

Execute a pitch email to history blogs such as Economic History Blog, Native America, 
Discovered and Conquered, Western America: History of the American West and Blog For 
History. Include Kiowa County’s heritage in native Indians of area at the time and include 
how Greensburg was implemented by stagecoach driver D. R. “Cannonball” Green. Direct 
potential bloggers to Greensburg website, Facebook and Twitter pages.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Publication #52

Title: Hold personal meetings with hotel and business owners to encourage the creation of coupon deals 
with local businesses

Brief Description: 

Hotels offering its guests coupons to use at local Greensburg businesses can convince these guests 
to stay for a longer duration or visit Greensburg again. In order to produce these coupons, dialogue 
must start between hotel owners and business owners in Greensburg. Personal meetings with both 
hotel and business owners can establish a relationship between several businesses. Personal meetings 
can be arranged through phone calls and emails to the parties involved.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Description Publication #53

Title: Advertise in regional newspapers for special events

Brief Description: 

Advertise in regional newspapers for special events happening in Greensburg, such as the 
potential Harvest Festival event. Advertisements will run in regional newspapers including 
Kansas Sun, The Kansas City Star, The Denver Post and Tulsa World. Regional advertising will 
bring in visitors from surrounding areas including Pratt, Wichita and Dodge City.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 
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Communications Description Publication #54

Title: Develop an RV park

Brief Description: 

Start a long-term planning effort to develop an RV park. This plan will include fundraising and city 
planning aspects. The park will include power sources, lighting and fire pits. Visitors will rent their spots 
by the day. The building of an RV park requires too much time, money and planning to include in this 
plan, however the benefits of an RV park would greatly benefit Greensburg and merit beginning the 
planning process. 

Status: n/a

Location: n/a  

Communications Package Description #55

Title:  Mobile app for visitors to Greensburg 

Brief Description: 

Develop a mobile app with information for visitors to Greensburg. App will include 
information on where to eat, where to stay and local attractions. It will also include a section 
on the rebuilding effort and the green initiative, as well as links to media regarding Greensburg. 
Finally, it will include navigational information to aid tourists in finding their way around the city.

Status: Mock-up completed 

Location: Screen shots immediately follow
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Communications Package Description #56

Title: A billboard about mobile app

Brief Description: 

Billboard will be done by Waitt Outdoor and will include a prompt for drivers to visit Greens-
burg and download the visitors’ app. It will include the app’s name, emphasize that it is free 
and give directions for where drivers should exit to go to Greensburg. Highway sees 18,320 
passer-bys  

Status: Mock-up 

Location: Immediately follows
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Communications Package Description #57

Title: Informational packet 

Brief Description:

 Many architecture, engineering, environmental studies and urban planning university programs  
 require its students to take trips to various locations to observe and study aspects of the   
 location. Because Greensburg has rebuilt sustainably it would be a perfect example of certain  
 ‘green’ buildings that students could study.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

GreensburgVisit
� e Big Well Museum & Visitors Center

� e Big Well is a marvel of pioneer engineering 
that was completed in 1888 as the towns original 
water supply. At 109 feet deep, this is a breathtak-
ing sight to see. � is new museum opened in May 
2012 and once again allows visitors to descend a 
spiral staircase into the Big Well and view exhibits 
that feature Greensburg’s history, the tornado, and 

our rebuilding as a sustainable community.

Visit 
Greensburg 

http://www.greensburgks.org/
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Communications Package Description #58

Title: Work with city manager to select a date for the Harvest Festival event

Brief Description: 

 With the approval of the Greensburg city manager, a date within the months of September  
 or October of 2014 should be chosen for the Harvest Festival event. The time chosen to   
 hold the event can also be a weekend within the chosen months. The meeting with the city   
 manager can be scheduled by telephone or email.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a

Communications Package Description #59

Title: Reach out to select celebrities to promote, donate to, attend or perform at event 

Brief Description: 

 Many celebrities, including Maroon 5, Jack Johnson, Gisele Bündchen, Leonardo DiCaprio   
 and Robert Redford, support sustainability and being ‘green.’ Reaching out to these celebrities  
 via social media could convince them to help promote, attend or even perform at the event.   

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #60

Title: Offer traditional festival activities and activities unique to Greensburg

Brief Description: 

 The Harvest Festival event will include traditional festival activities such as cooking competitions,  
 eating competitions, craft sale, and game booths. The event will also include festival activities  
 unique to Greensburg such as “Cannonball” Green stagecoach rides.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #61

 Title: Offer free shuttle service from nearby towns to Greensburg for the event

Brief Description: 

Greensburg will offer a free shuttle service to the Harvest Festival event from neighboring 
towns Pratt and Dodge City. The free shuttle will increase attendance and build goodwill with 
these towns.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #62

Title: Advertise event in newspapers

Brief Description: 

 Create and run a print advertisement in regional newspapers for the Harvest Festival event.  
 Advertisements will run in regional newspapers including The Pratt Tribune, The Wichita Eagle,
 Dodge City Globe, The Kansas City Star, The Denver Post and Tulsa World. Regional
 advertisement will increase attendance and awareness of the event.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #63

 Title: News release to regional newspapers

Brief Description: 

Write and send news release about Harvest Festival to regional newspapers. Include 
information on all aspects, highlighting the importance of the first such event for Greensburg. Tie 
in relevant information for specific communities, such as if shuttle service will run to that specific 
town.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #64

Title: Radio ad

Brief Description: 

 A 30 second radio announcement will run on High Plains Public Radio (HPPR) and KAHE-
 FM to inform residents about the free shuttle service. This radio ad could increase attendance
 and awareness of the event.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #65

 Title: Twitter campaign for event 

Brief Description: 

A unique Twitter handle and hash tag will be created for the Harvest Festival event. The Twitter 
campaign will reach out to surrounding areas, individual residents and students of nearby high 
schools and universities to attract attention, increase awareness and increase event attendance.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #66

Title: Send informational packet to environmentally compatible manufacturing companies

Brief Description: 

 We will write and produce informational packets to send to manufacturing businesses such 
 as Greene Manufacturing Inc., Midwest Manufacturing, etc. with information on benefits of 
 sustainable operating costs, transportation nearby (Hwy 54/400, railway and future airport).

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #67

 Title: Send miniature wind turbine to manufacturing businesses

Brief Description: 

We will design and create small, plastic wind turbines that can easily sit on a desktop or 
bookshelf (six to nine inches in height.) Each blade of the wind turbine will list a benefit of 
establishing a location or relocating a business to Greensburg.

Status: Design mock-up completed

Location: Immediately follows 
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Communications Description Package #68

 Title: Advertise the Greensburg Business Park to Wichita Business Journal

Brief Description: 

Mail in advertisement for print and online about Greensburg’s Business Park to the Wichita 
Business Journal. Information can include but is not limited to the size of the park, the 10 year, 
100 percent property tax abatement for manufacturers (pending city/county approval), utilities 
furnished to hook-ups at no cost.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Spoke 1: 
Reduce up to 50 percent of your overall 
energy costs

Spoke 2: 
Recieve tax deductions 
up to $1.80 per square 
foot

Spoke 3: 
Save up to $12,000 on taxes 
for using heavy-duty hybrid 
vehicles

All plastic. Height: 3” * 

Base is 
3” * in 
diam-
eter*

Can include 
shading

Length: 3” spokes 
(all)*

*Image not to scale

Grass,plastic. Length: 3” *,  
height:one inch

Turbine pole

GREENSBURG, KANSAS
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Communications Description Package #69

Title: News releases to business journals in the region

Brief Description: 

 News releases sent to business journals in the region would lead to more business owners  
 being informed about Greensburg’s available land and business opportunities. The news
 releases also might prompt one of the business journals to do a special story or article on the
 business opportunities in Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #70

 Title: Send infographic comparing building green versus traditional building to businesses

Brief Description: 

An infographic will provide a visually appealing representation of the money businesses could 
save by building ‘green’ instead of traditional. By sending the infographic to businesses, they will 
become informed of the benefits to build in Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #71

Title: Advertise business incubator to Wichita, Dodge City and Pratt newspapers

Brief Description: 

 Advertisements in the Wichita, Dodge City and Pratt newspapers will inform business owners
 of the business incubator in Greensburg. Special attention will be given to the money owners 
 will save on operating costs because the incubator is a ‘green’ building.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #72

 Title: Develop list of local retail owners in surrounding small communities and call about opportunity 
to develop second location in Greensburg 

Brief Description: 

Bringing additional businesses to Greensburg will increase interest in the city, create additional 
revenue and potentially draw new residents to the area. By targeting local retail owners in 
surrounding communities, Greensburg can focus on smaller businesses that would thrive in the 
city. These businesses have already proven their ability to survive in a small town and may be 
looking for additional opportunities to expand their business in a similar location. Setting up 
meetings and inviting business owners to visit the city would allow them to see the city, the 
potential and even specific locations for their new businesses.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #73

Title: Act as liaison to interested small business retail owners from Tactic 3

Brief Description: 

 Have economic development subcommittee of community ambassadorship program that will 
 work directly with business owners who have been contacted and express interest in opening 
 a second location in Greensburg. This subcommittee will set up meetings with these potential 
 clients to discuss logistical aspects of opening their business in Greensburg. The subcommittee 
 will also have relationships with builders who may be needed to create additional buildings to
  house these new businesses.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #74

 Title: Organize a city-run farmers market 

Brief Description: 

Organize a farmers market where local and regional farmers can sell their produce or products. 
This will help stimulate Greensburg’s economy and help to keep money in Greensburg. The 
farmers market will be run on city-owned land, therefore we will not need to pay to rent any 
land. 

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #75

Title: Develop list of local restaurant owners in surrounding small communities and call about 
opportunity to develop second location in Greensburg

Brief Description: 

 Dining options in Greensburg may expand if a representative from Greensburg’s tourism
 department contacts all restaurant owners in small surrounding communities. A second location
 in Greensburg with sustainable building would create more dining options, cheaper monthly bills
 for the restaurant owner and increase the influx of money being spent in Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #76

 Title: Act as liaison to interested parties from Tactic 1

Brief Description: 

The representative from Tactic 1 would initiate the start for a new restaurant business to be 
built in Greensburg. This would include possible news releases and informing the residents of 
Greensburg. There is an opportunity to create more jobs with more restaurants.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #77

Title: Create a Greensburg Dining Twitter account 

Brief Description: 

 Develop a separate Twitter account from the city’s account for current Greensburg dining
 options to emphasize the necessity for more dining options. Follow restaurants and its owners 
 from nearby towns such as Wichita and Dodge City. Create a hash tag, #GreensburgDining, to 
 potential restaurant businesses. A representative from Greensburg will monitor account.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 

Communications Description Package #78

 Title: Send a representative to conferences pertaining to sustainability and farming equipment and to 
Star-Tides conference

Brief Description: 

Send a local government member to the Sharing to Accelerate Research Transformative 
Innovation for Development and Emergency Support (Star-Tides) conference to represent 
Greensburg and speak to vendors about development possibilities in Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a
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Communications Description Package #79

Title: Update “Doing Business with the City” tab

Brief Description: 

 The current page for “Doing Business with the City” does not contain any information. Updating 
 this page to include links to all executions relevant to doing business in Greensburg will 
 encourage businesses to look into investing in Greensburg.

Status: n/a

Location: n/a 
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